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The Solar Power Satellite (SPS) Study included an add-on task associated with the SPS 
transportation system requirements and system description. Both LEO transportation (earth to low 
earth orbit) and GE.0 transportation (low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit) segments were 
addressed. 
The LEO transportation options included both a 2stitge ballistic recoverable and a 2stage winged 
space freighter vehicle. In addition, a personnel camer vehicle for crew rotation has been defined. 
Both versions of the space freighter incorporated new LOZ/RP-1 /LHZ engines on the booster and 
standard SSMES on the upper stage. A tanker and cargo version of the 2stage ballistic recoverable 
concept were investigated. 
The orbit transfer vehicle (OTV) options included chemical for geosynchronous satellite assembly 
and self powered electric propulsion for low Earth orbit satellite assembly. A 2stage fully reusable 
L02/LH2 OTV was selected as the reference chemical orbit transfer system and an ion propulsion 
system for the electric propulsion option. 
An exhaust products analysis was conducted for the earth to LEO launch vehicle since the potential 
atmospheric pollution could be a concern. Commodity and energy requirements were determined 
for the transportation system segments. 
2.0 SUMMARY 
The purpose of this study was to develop the SPS transportation system requirements (Volume 4); 
identify and describe candidate transportation systems; and to investigate the prog~iunmatic impacts 
of development, exhaust n7:ducts and critical commodity and energy consumption. A summary 
evaluation of the transportation systems is prex~.ted in Figure 2-1. 
Two Earth launch vehicle options were analyzed for delivery of satellite components and OTV sys- 
tems: ( 1 ) A ballistic, twostage sea recovery vehicle with a retrartable payt,,ad shroud that could be 
100% recovered: (2) A two-stage wing-wing vehicle that was 100% recoverable. Cost per flight for 
the ballistic system was 5 19.501Kg while the winged vehicle was est>;.ated of S20.801Kg per flight. 
For the ballistic systei11 the main technical concern is sea recovery. Ii appears feasible, but there is 
not much data base. For the wingzd system there are corrcems about launch and recovery siting 
becausethe booster is a down rang lander and a suitable place to launch must have a down range 
recovery site. In addition, for the reference payload mass, the packaging density is considerabiy 
higher than for the ballistic vehicle and may present some proi>:ems ~ i t h  the low density compe  
nents. The wing-wing vehicle also has a somewhat higher DDT&E cost. A shuttle growth vehicle 
using a liquid booster was selected for delivery of personnel to  LEO with a cost per flight of $1 2.6 
million. 
Orbit transfer options included a space-based and a ground-based OTV, and self-power ion propul- 
ion .  Self-power lessens transportation costs about 2570, is less sensitive to  changes m LEO delivery 
cost and satellite mass md requires one-half as many launches. Self power of a thermal engine satel- 
lite was slightly cheaper thm for annealable photovoltaics and presented fewer integration problems 
trol and potential collision with man made objects. The space based L02/LH-, OTV showed 15% 
better performance than the ground based OTV. The space-based orbit transfer vehicle requires 
on-orbit propellant transfer but based on work done by General Dynamics, it appears possible to 
transfer the propellant without rotating a staging base. It may be sufficient merely to rotate the 
propellant by using electric pumps to  withdraw the propellant and inject it into the OTV tanks in 
such a way that a rotation is set up within the tanks. 
Critical commodity investigations on the LEO transpcrtation system revealed only appreciable 
quantity compared to domestic production but non: appear to be critical based on world produc- 
tion and reserve status. Tantalum may be a concern in the self-power electric propulsion option and 
although several substitutes are possible depending on the specific application. 
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3.0 INTRODUCTION 
Initial estimates of the Solar Power Satellite (SPS) system indicate that an operational power gener- 
ating satellite will weigh about 100 million kilograms. The NASAIJSC Scenario 'B' identifies a 1 12 
operational satellite total program with an annual installation rate varying between one and seven 
satellites per year. This demanding scenario will require hundreds of launches of a 400 metric ton 
payload capability launch vehicle for each satellite installation. 
The issue of whether each satellite is constructed in low earth orbit (LEO) or  geosynchronous earth 
orbit (GEO) impacts the LEO transportation system since the number of flights required for GEO 
construction is between a factor of 1.5 to  2.0 greater than for LEO constructi(~n. The economics of 
the LEO transportation significantly drives the overall satellite system installation cost. 
The "LEO freighter3'vehicle will transport the majority of the payloads between earth and low earth 
orbit and be specifically dedicated, designed, and developed for the SPS mission. Due to  the high 
iaunch rates and the launch vehicle's impact on systems cost a number of design considerations 
become apparent. Some of these are: 
a Vehicle design life 
a Degree of reusability 
Vehicle operational mode and characteristics 
a Resultant development and operational cost 
Previous studies have indicated that elimination of any expendable hardware on the vehicle is desir- 
able from an economic standpoint, particularly at the higher launch rates. The results from the 
"Systems Concepts for STS-Derived Heavy-Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV) Study," Contract NAS9- 
14710, indicated for a 270 metric ton payload vehicle thht expendable hardware (primarily the 
payload shroud) could amount to between 25% and 45% of the operating cost depending on pay- 
load density, as shown in Figure 3.0-1. A "design goal" in the definition of vehicle candidate con- 
cepts was to eliminate or minimize the amount of expendable hardware. 
Section 5.0 describes two of the "LEO Freighter" concepts and also a personnel carrier which trans- 
ports crews between earth and low earth orbit. The large payload capacity freighter candidates are 
both 2-srap series bum vehicles and include the ballistic recovery and winged recovery options. A 
c'erivative of the current Space Transportation System (STS) incorporating a recoverable liquid 
fueled booster rather than the Solid Rocket Boosters was the concept defined for the Personnel 
Carrier Vehicle. The three concepts are shown in Figure 3.0-2. 
Section 6.0 describes the orbit transfer vehicles analyzed for the delivery of personnel, supplies and 
SPS cargo between LEO and CEO. Self power electric propulsion systems are analyzed for the 
delivery of the satellite when constructed in LEO. Chemical systems using L021LH2 transfer satel- 
lite components when construction is to be done in CEO. Chemical LO2/LH2 systems are used in 
all cases for the delivery of crews and base supplies. 

2 - STAGE BALLISTIC RECOVERABLE 
2 - STAGE WINGED RECOVERAB!,E 
PERSONNEL CARRIER 
Figure 3 0-2 SPS Earth to LEO Tra~isportation Concepts 
4.0 MISSION REQUIRE?.lENTS. GROUND RULES &D ASSUMPTIONS 
The NASAIJSC SPS Scenario 'B' identified a 1 12 satellite installations in geosynchronoas orbit with 
an annual installation rate of between 1 and 7 satellites per year. An equivalent program of 4 
satellites a year over 25 years was selected for transportation system analysis. Recognizing that for a 
given vehicle system, bhich can be identified at this time, a 28 year keriod of operation that neglects 
technology advancements and potential improved versions would not appear logical. For purposes 
of amortizing fleet costs, a 14 year operational period was assumed and all costs reflect the program 
elements through the midpoint of the SPS implementation program. 
A Kennedy Space Center launch site was assumed and a 477.5 km circular delivery orbit inclined 
at 310 inclination was selected. Since f o x  satellites are being constructed simultaneously in the 
equivalent scenario, fouf orbits, all i,iclined at 3i0,  but spaced 900 apart, were selected as the 
delivery points. Twc daily launch opportinities t o  each delivery orbit are available with the south- 
erly opportunity about 3 113 hours after the northerly launch. 
A vehicle net payload in the neighborhood of 400 metric tons was selected and based on a nominal 
satellite mass of 100,000 metric tons, an annual launch rate cf  3125 and 1875 for GEO and LEO 
construction, respectively, for mass limited flights results. GEO constnrction location requires 12 
launches a day based on using a 52 wtck per year, 5 day a week launch operations schedule. The 
corresponding rate t o  support LEO construction is a maximum of 8 launches daily. 
Payload packaging denslty requirements can impose significant requirements on the launch vehicle 
in either design requirements and/or additional rlights du: t o  volume limitations. Since both propel- 
lant and satellite hardware are transported by the launch vehicle, a range of probable densities car1 
be established. GEO construction requires twice as many propellant flights as compared to  cargo 
(hardware) flights. The I,C)y'1.H2 propellant bulk density required for the chemicai orbit transfer 
vehicle associated with CEO construction is approximately 340 kg/m3. Tht: satellite hardware 
packaging dcnsity varies dependent on the type of power generation system. The photovoltaic type 
of sybtem exhibits an average packaging density of about 30P kg/m3 whereas the thermal engine 
system average packaging density is in the neighborhood of 75 kg,hc3. Based on the above, an 
average pnckaging density requirement of less than 150 kg/m3 was established for the large freighter 
type LEO launch vehicle. 
The launch operations plan is based on a 5 day a week, three shift activity. The extra two day period 
each week will provide an opportunity to perform unscheduled equipment maintenance as required, 
and to achievr nrake-up launches as needed. I t  should be noted that the upper stage transrorts the 
payload to tlic final destination in the 477.5 km circular orbit. Tlie upper stage ren~ains on-orbit for 
one day and then is deorbited for an earth rcturn. The key points of the requirements and assump- 
tions are summarized in Figure 4.0- 1. 
Ground rules/requirementslassu~nptiolls 
Equivalent JSC scenario " B  4 satellites/year for 28 years 
Delivery orbit 477.5 km (circular) at 31° 
inclination 
KSC launch 28.S0 N. latitude 
Delivered payload 2 400,000 kg (net) 
Cargo packaging density <IS0 4g/m3 
Nominal satellite mass 100 x 106kg 
a Annual number of  flights 
LEO assembly 1875 
CEO assembly 3125 
Assume 5-day, 52-week. three-shift launch operations 
Design goal: eliminate expendable hardware 
Figure 4.0-1 Launch V e h i i  Preliminary Requirements 
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5.0 CANDIDATE VEHICLE DESCRIPTIONS FOR LEO TRANSPORTATION 
Two candidates of the SPS LEO freighter have teen sized, defined and costed. These a- the ?-stage 
ballistic recoverable option anii the 2 s t a p  winged vehicle. In addition, an uprated STS Shuttle vehi- 
cle system will be used for crew rotation between earth and low earth orbit. The following sections 
will include system description, mass properties and cost analysis. 
S.! TWO STAGE BALLISTIC RECOVERABLE iEC FRElCHTER 
The ?stag;: series bum ballistic recoverdble vehicle is a tandem arrangement which uses RP-1 /LQ2] 
LH? - engines on the booster and standard SSME's on the upper stage. Prior to developing th.: con- 
figuration concept thc vehicle sizing trends were investigated to dete~rnine the optimum first and 
second stage combinations for s ballistic recoverable vehicle as %!own in Figure 5.1-1. The lower 
curve shown on Figure 5.1-1. is the trend for the r e f e ~ n c e  HLLV vehcle (Contract NAS 9-147 10) 
first stage with vaiablc upper stage characteristics. As noted the design point is approximately at 
2 0 5  less payload than up+jmurn. This nonoptimum condition was the result of the requirement in 
the HLLV study f ~ r  a 20 kg/m3 payload density shroud which drove the upper stage to a larger 
diameter and t k e r e f o ~  stage size. The upper curve shown on Figure 5.1-1, represents the payload 
impact of E iaaer booster stage and a variable size upper stage. The design point selected for SPS 
vehicle definition uses the same size upper stage as was used in the HLLV study and incorporates a 
larger booster. 
Ballistic. Recoverable Concept-The cargo version of the ballistic recokerable vehicle concept and the 
major charatierisiia are shown in Figure 5.1-2. Within thevehicle gross liftoffmas of 10472 metric 
tons tile booster and upper stage propellant loads are 8243 and 1479 metric tons, respectiuely. The 
oversll vehicle geomet? is noted on the figure. .4 net payload packagifig density of 75 kg/m3 is 
available through the us;t of a three section telescoping shroud. The shroud in th* retracted position 
is shown for the upper stage reentry coniiguration. 
The tankcr version of thc daist ic recoverable vehicle, shown Figure 5.1-3. is applicable to the SPS 
CEO construction optim where about 213 of the required flights per satellite are transporting 
LO'; LH2 propellant for ;he C rbit Transfer Vehicles (OTV). The tanker p ~ ~ p e l l a n t  capacity of 400 
metric tons is Jivided based on 2 5.5: 1 niixture ratio split. 
Figure 5.1 1 Vehicle Performance T R ~ Q  
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5.1.1 Vehicle Geomehy 
The overall geometry for the 2-stage vehicle is shown in Fmre 5.1 .l-1. Both the cargo and tanker 
versions are shown on the drawing. All major body section locations are noted in the body station 
nunbering system. The first stage is 33.68 meters (1 10.5 ft.) in diameter and 23.829 meters (78.2 
ft.) in length. The sixteen main booster engines are mounted on a 25.6 meter (84.0 ft.) diameter. 
The six (6) SSME landing engines shown are mounted on a 6.1 meter (20.0 ft.) diameter. Since the 
gas geaerator engines require LW2 cooling in addition to the main Q and RP-1 propellants, the 
following tank volumes including ullage space are available : 
The upper stage maximum diameter is about 27 meters (88.6 ft). The total length is dependent on 
whether the cargo or tanker payload version is considered. The cargo version in the ascent confrgur- 
ation is 49.15 meters in length and in the reentry confzguration is 3 1.15 meters long due to the 
shroud retraction. E i t  (8) standard SSME's are mounted in a ring pattern 20.1 meters (66 ft.) in 
diameter. The available tank volumes, including ullage, is 3270 m3 and 1209 m3 for the LH2 and 
LO2 tanks, respectively. 
The LH2/LO2 tanker and cargo version sections interface with the upper stage at body station 
39.194. The tanker section includes independent tanks for each proptaant and maintains the conical 
side slope of the upper stage. The cargo section is cylindrical in cross-section capable of accom- 
modating a 17 meter diameter by 23 meter in length payload package envelope which provides an 
average 75 kg/m3 packaging density. 
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Figure 5.1.1-1 2Stage Ballistic Recoverable Vehicle Configuration 
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5.1.2 Booster Stage 
5.1.2.1 System Description 
The booster stage of the 2 stage bailistic recoverable vehicle consists of the following subsystems: 
Ascen L PI opulsion 
Structi~res 
Thermal Protection 
Landing and Auxiliary Systems 
Auxiliary Propulsion 
Prime Power 
Electrical Conversion and Distribution 
Hydraulic Conversion and Distribution 
Avionics 
Environmental Control 
Each of the subsystems will be discussed in the followingsectionskdudingdefinition of the rationale 
for the mass and cost estimates. 
5.1.2.1.1 Ascent Propulsion-The ascent propulsion subsystem consists of the main engines, 
accessories, gimbals, and fuel and oxidizer systems. Main propulsion is provided by sixteen RP-I/ 
LO2 gas generator cycle engines which use liquid hydrogen (LH2) for engine cooling and the associ- 
ated pressurization system and propellant delivery. The engine is a s:aled up version of the Alter- 
nate Mode 1 engine defined by Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company under contract t o  NASA Lewis 
Research Center. The following engine characteristics were used in the analysis: 
Propellants RP-I /LO2/LH2 
Thrust - Vacuum 9.059 x lo6 N (2.037 x lo6 Ibf) 
Chamber Pressure 29300 kpa (4250 psia) 
Mixture Ratio 2.9: 1 
Specific Impulse (SL/Vac.) 323.51350.7 sec. 
Total Flow RateIEngine 2635 kg/sec (5808 Ibm/sec) 
Engine overall length is 5.44m and the powerhead and exit diametersare 3.5 1 m and 2.97 m, respec- 
tively. The total engine mass including accessories is estimated to be 138322 kg. 
'The pressurization gases are heated GO2 for the LO2 tank and heated GH2 for the RP-I tank. Indi- 
vndual propellant delivery lines are provided to each engine. The total mass of the propellant system 
is 3943 1 kg. Historical \.!eight estimating relationships (WER's) were used to determine the mass of 
tlie ascent propulsion subsystem. 
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5.1.2.1.2 Structures-? he structures subsysten~ consists of the forward skirt, LO2 tank, RP-1 tank, 
LE2 tank, aft skirt, thrust structure, base and secondary structure. A preliniinary sizing analysis was 
conducted t o  determine the structural element masses. 
Forward Skirt-The forward skirt experiences its maximum compressive load during the boost 
maximum acceleration condition. The magnitude of the peak compressive load is 18200 N/cm. The 
material selected is SA 1 4 V  t i t a n i ~ m  'beta processed). 
A body shell average thickness, including smeared stiffeners, o f  0.53 cm is requirea t o  satisfy thc 
load conditions. The estimated total mass of the forward skirt is 10710 kg. 
LO2 Tank-An all welded 22 19-T87 aluminum design concept has been selected for the LO2 tank. 
A maximum operating pressure of 326 kpa is anticipated. Peak proof test pressure of 434 kpa will 
provide adequate service life and is the pressure vessel design requirement. Resultant membrane 
thickness varies between 0.80 cm and 0.99 a n .  The total mass of the LO2 tank is 38 208 kg. 
RP-1 Tank-The RP-I tank, including the common bulkhead is also a welded 2219-T87 aluminum 
pressure vessel. The upper dome, which is common with the LO2 tank. is stiffened to provide the 
negative pressure capability. A maximum operating pressure of 256 kpa is anticipated. Acorrespond- 
ing peak proof pressure of 341 kpa will provide adequate service life. The lower dome membrane 
thickness varies 0.67 cm and 0.99 cm. The stiffened common d ,me has a smeared equivalent thick- 
ness of approximately 1.5 cm. The tot;c! mass of the RP-1 tank is 37 433 kg. 
LH2 Tank-The LH1 tank is a toroidal pressure vessel fabricated from 2219-T87 aluminum alloy 
and insulated with a foam type thermal protection system. The maximum anticipated operating 
pressure is 171 kpa and the corresponding required proof pressure is 230 kpa. The total mass of the 
LH? tank is 6105 kg. 
Aft Skirt-Tile aft skirt is a 6A14V titanium structure, conical in shape, which provides vehicle sup- 
port prior t o  launch and also distribuies the landing loads into the body. The magnitude of the com- 
pressive load varies between 11500 N/cm and 17300 N/cm. A smeared skin thickness of between 
0.38 cm and 0.51) a n  is required. The tct.11 mass of 59745 kg includes the body shell, frames and 
local support structure. 
Thrust Structure--The 16.0 m long thrust structure is conical in shape and supports the main engines. 
The materials us:d include 6A14V titanium and graphite epoxy composites. A thrust post at each 
engine location ;ntroduces the concentrated load into the conical shell. A major frame at the aft end 
distributes the engine lateral loads. A peak compnssive loading of '25900 N/cm is anticipated for 
the maximum acceleration condition. The average smeared skin thickness is 0.75 cm The total mass 
of the thrust structure is 63620 kg. 
Base Structure-The 6A14V titanium base skirt panels ars sized considering the ascent, reentry and 
landing base pressures. The anticipated maximum pressure is 57.5 kpa for the conditions considered. 
The panels are actively cooled with water during the ascent and entry portions of the flight. A 
graphite composite tubular truss arrangement supports the panels and distributes the lc~ads to the 
aft skirt and thrust structure. The total mass is 523 13 kg. 
Secondary Structure-The secondary structure consists of primarily of the main engine closure 
doors, landing system sipport structure and other secondary elements. The estimated total mass for 
the secondary structure is 154 15 kg. 
5.1.2.1.3 Thennal Protection-The thermal protection system includes the coolant (water), storage 
vessels, distribution and ducting system. The mass estimates were determined from previous analysis 
conducted on other studies. In addition, LH2 tank foam insulation is included. The total thermal 
protection subsystem mass is estimated at 44470 kg. 
5.1.2.1.4 Landhg and Auxiliary System-The lzniiing system consists of six (6) modified SSME's 
(E = 20) which provide stage terminal deceleration prior to water landing. The landing engines and 
their associated components including engine accessories, propellant delivery, pressurization, and 
propel!ant tanks have a dry mass of 28143 kg. The separation system mass has been estimated at 
2336 kg which will result in a total mass for this category of 30479 kg. A potential alternate landing 
system that warrants investigation in the future is a throttlable pressure-fed system. 
5.1.2.1.5 Other Subsystems-The remaining subsystem masses have been estimated using historial 
or  shuttle predicted weights. These subsystems include auxiliary propulsion (RCS), prime power, 
electric conv~rsion and distribution, hydraulic conversion and distribution, avionics, and environ- 
mental control. 
Auxiliary Propulsion-The reaction control system (RCS) is required for stage orientation prior to 
entry and control during entry. The subsystem dry mass is 1489 kg. 
Prime Power-The rnajor electrical power sources on the booster are both batteries and auxiliary 
power units. Tile prime power subsystem r a s s  is estimated to be 735 kg. 
Electric Conversion and Distribution-The power ionditioning and cabling elements are included in 
this category. The estimated mass is 33 16 kg. 
Hydraulic Conversion and Distribution-The hydraulic system for the thrust vector control and 
actuation syctems (such as thz engine dosure doors) is included in this category. The estimated mass 
for this function is 9874 kg. 
Avionics-Avionics subsystem includes the guidance and navigatio31, data management. and the 
communication system elements. The total mass of the avionics subsystem is estimated to  be 243 1 
kg. 
Environmental Control-The onboard environmental control system is primarily associated with the 
thermal conditioning of the avionics ec;uipment and the purge requirements for the main engines 
after sh2tdown. The subsystem mads 1s zstimzied t o  be 5220 kg. 
5.1.2.2 Booster Mabs Characteristics 
The booster mass characteristics reflect the results of the preliminary structural sizing analysis and 
the incorporation of historical weight estimating relationships. Element masses have been identified 
and described in Section 5.1.2.1. System Description. The summarized mass statement for the 
booster is shown in Table 5.1.2-1. A 10% mass growth allowance has been included on all t i l t  dry 
mass elements. The total booster stage dry mass is estimated at 61 5362 kg. 
The iluids inventory is noted on Table 5.1.2-1. Re.;idual and unusable flllids and gases are the major 
inert ma 'em in the fluid inventory. The residual mass reflects the typical L02/hydrocarbon 
propell; ,lues consistent with a booster stage that doesn't include a closed loop proptllant 
utilization system. 
The retro propellant required for the landing system was estimated to provide a nominal zero 
terminzl velocity with adequate nargins. A reserve landing propellant allowance of slightly greater 
than 157has  been included in the fluids inventory. 
5.1.2.3 Booster Cost Estimates 
The boos t~ r  DUT&t and first unit production costs have been est i~.  tted a t  ? vehicle level and are 
reported in Sectic : i  5 .1 .3 .3  along with tile upper stage costs. 
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5.1.3 Upper Stage 
5.1.3.1 System Description 
The upper stage of the 2 stage ballistic recoverable vehicle consists of the fdlowing subsystems: 
Ascent Propulsion 
Structure 
Thermal Rotection 
Auxiliary Systems 
Auxiliary Propulsion 
Prime Power 
Electric Co~version and Distributicr. 
Hydraulic Conversion and Lhstribution 
Avionics 
Environmental Control 
Each of the subsystems will be discussed ir? the following sections includingdefAtion of the rationale 
for the mass and c a t  estimates. 
5.1.3.1.1 4scenr Propulsion-The ascent propulion subsystem consists of tile c.ain engines, 
accessories. gimbd and the fucl and oxidizer systems. Main propulsion is provided by eight (8) 
standard SSME's (E = 77.5). The following ev(rine characteristics were used in this analysis: 
Propellants LH.r!LO: - 
Thrust - Vacuum 2.090 x 1 0% (470,000 Ibf) 
Chamber Pressure 20685 kpa (3000 psia) 
Mixture Ratio 6: 1 
Specific Impulse - (SL/vac) 36321455.2 sec 
Total Flow ratejEngine 468.4 kg/sec (1032.5 Ibm/sec) 
Engine overall length is 4.24 m and the maximum powerhead dimension and exit diameter is 2.67 m 
and 2 39 m respectively. The total main engine mass including acessories, etc. is estimated to  be 
258 15 kg. 
The pressurization gases are heated GH? and GO? for the main tanks. Individual propellant delivery 
lines are provided to each cngine. Tunnels are provided in the LO2 tank for the LH2 delivery lines. 
These tunnols protect the LH2 lines from the overpressure in the LO2 tank and provide a secondary 
seal against potential hazardous leaks. The total mass of the propellant system is 4035 kg. Historical 
weight estimating relationships were used to determine the mass of the ascent propulsion system. 
5.1.3.1.2 Structures-The structures subsystem consists of the LO2 tank, LH2 tank, aft skirt, 
thrus: stmctum, base stmrtare and secondary structure. A preliminary stxuctural analysis was 
conducted to  determine the stmctural element masses. 
U)2 Tanh-An all welded 2219-T87 aluminum design ,mncept has been selected for the L% 
tank. Due to the maximum aicelerauon condition during boost a peak design pressure of 661 kpa 
is expected. A maximum proof test pressure of 880 kpa will provide adequate service Life. The 
d t a n t  maximum membrane thickness is 1.68 cm for the upper dome and a smeared thickness of 
2.29 cm for the lower dome. The total LO2 tank mass is 43746 kg. 
LH2 Tank-The LH? - tonk shares an upper common bulkhead with the LO2 tank and contains a 
conical section and ellipucal lower dome. A peak tank design pressure of 196.5 kpa is anticipated 
during flight. An incremental proof test with a maximum pressure of 261 kpa in the first part and 
227 kpa irr the second part will s u r e  the service life requirements. The average smeared conical 
sidewall thrckness. including stiffeners, is 0.85 cm. Ti~r mernbrane thickness tapen between 3-44 an 
and 0.6 1 cm on the lower dome. The total mass of the LH2 tank is 2 1806 kg. 
Aft Skirt-The aft skirt is a 6A1-4V titanium structure, conical in shape. which interfaces #nth the 
forward skirt of the booster. The magnitude of the compressive load varies between 17660 Nlcm 
and 2!520 N,'cm. ;Z smeared skin thickness 0.43 crn and 0.52 cm is required. The total mass of 
50689 kg includcy the body shell: frames. and Iacal support structure. 
Thrust Structure-The 5.18 m long thrust structure is conical in shape and provides the mounting 
structure for the eight (8) SSME's at a diameter of 20.12 m. The materials incorporated include 
6A14V titanium and graphitejepoxy composites. .4 thrust post, at each engine location, introduces 
the engine concentrated load into the shell. The major frame at the aft end of the cone distributes 
the engine latt ral loads into the shell structure. A peak compressive load of 7200 N/cm is anticipated 
for the upper stage's maximum acceleration condition. The average required smeared skin thickness 
is 0.22 cm and the total mass of the thrust structure is 4726 kg. 
Base Structure-The 6AI-4V titanium base skirt panels are sized cmnsidering the ascent. reentry and 
landing base pressures. The anticipated peak pressure is 47.9 kpa for the conditions i~nestigated. 
The panels are activelv cooled with water during the ascent and entry portions of the flight. The 
panel support structure is a graphite composite tubular truss arrangement that distributes the panel 
loads into the aft skirt and thrust structure. The mass of the base skirt structure is 24035 kg. 
Secondary Structure-The secondary structure consists of 311 the supporting structure required for 
equipment. pressurization bottles. water coolant vessels. etc. The total mass is estimated at 7931 kg 
mass. 
5.1.3.1.3 Thennal Protection System (TI%)-The thennal protection system consists of both the 
low and high temperature systems. The low temperature TPS for the LH2 tank is a reusable internal 
foam system. A total mass of 3293 kg for the low temperature TPS was estimated based on histori- 
cal data. 
The high temperature TPS consists of the coolant (H20), storage vessels, distribution and ducting 
system for the base cooiing during entry. The heat shield panels are included in the base structure 
mass of the structural subsystem. A mass of 15025 kg is estimated for the high temperature TPS 
(including the water coolant) and thereiore the total TPS mass is predicted t o  be 183 18 kb. 
5.1 -3.1 -4 Landing and Auxiliary Systems-The landing system consists of using the eight on-board 
main propulsion units which will be reignited to provide terminal deceleration prior to  water Iand- 
ing. Auxiliary systems. including closure doors. mechanisms and separation systems has been esti- 
mated to  be 3747 kg. 
5.1 -3.1 -5 Other Subsystems-The remaining stage subsystems have been estimated using hisiutid 
or Shuttle predicted masses. These subsystems include auxiliary propulsion. prime power, electric 
conversion and distribution, hydraulic conversion and distribution, avionics, and environmental 
control. 
Auxiliary Propulsion-The auxiliary propulsi~n system consists of the orbit manuevering (OMS) and 
reaction control systems (RCS). The OhiS consists of two ( 2 )  RL-I0 engines and associated pressuri- 
zation. delivery and propellant storage (tankage) elements. A total dry mass of 17 10 kg is estimated 
for the orbit maneuvering system. 
The reaction control system consists of four sets of thrusters (4lset) and the associated pressuriza- 
tion. delitery and propellant storage hardware. Modified Shuttle hardware is proposed for the RCS 
system and tho estimat.:d mass is 3438 kg. A total auxiliary propulsion system mass of 5148 kg 
includes both the RCS and OMS elements. 
Prime Power- The m ~ j u r  electrical power sources on the upper stage are both fuel cells and auxiliary 
power units. The total prime p w r r  subsystem mas5 is estimated to be 476 kg. 
Electric Conversion and Distribution-Tho stage power wnditioning and cabling elements are 
includtd in this category. The estimated mass is 680 kg. 
Hydraulic Conversion and Distribution-Tlie hydraulic system fo: the thrust vector control and 1 
actuatton bystcm IS iniludcd in this category. The stage hydraulic system also must provide services 
tu the payload shroud in addition to 311 the stdge firnctions. A mass of 3591 kg is estimated for this 
catogor) . 
Avionics-Guidance and navigation, data management and the communication system elements 
comprise the major portion of the avionics subsystem. The total mass of the avionics subsystem is 
estimated to be 1588 kg. 
Environmental Control-The on-board environmental control system is primarily associated with 
the thermal conditioning of the avionics equipment and the engine purge functions. The subsystem 
mass is estimated t o  be 2073 kg. 
5.1.3.2 Upper Stage Mass Characteristics 
The upper stage mass characteristics reflect the results of the preliminary structural sizing, the incor- 
poration of historical weight estimating relationships. and analyzing the stage sequence for orbital, 
reentry and landing maneuvers to establish the fluids inventory. Element masses have been identi- 
fied and described in Section 5.1.3.1, System Description. The summarized mass statement, shown 
in Tabie 5.i  .3-i. inifiid<s a dry mass breakdown and the second stage sequence with the m a s  noted 
after each event. me cargo shroud mass noted on the dry mass portion of the table is discussed in 
Section 5.1.4.2. The m a s  w w t h  allowance has been dividcd into three categories and they include: 
a 10% on all new developments 
a 5 %  on modifications of existing hardware 
a OTc on off the shelf hardware such as SSME's 
The second stage sequence includes the fluids inventcry for the major events from main engine cut- 
off (MECO) through landing. The upper stage pp~pellant residuals were estimated considering a 
closed loop propellant utilization system. Reserv~s are i;,cluded in the landing mass of 280 metric 
tons. 
Table 5.1.3-1 2-Stage Ballistic Vehicle Upper Second Stage M m  Statement 
DRY MASS' 
STAGE ELEMENT 103 kg 
SECOND STAGE SEQUENCE 
STRUCTURE 
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
MAIN PROPULSION 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION I PRIME POWER 
ELECTRIC CONVERSION AND OlST RlBUTlON 
HYDRAULIC CONVERSION AND OlST RlBUTlON 
I AVIONICS 
ENVlRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
CARGO StlHOUD 
PAYLOAD SUPPORT SYSTEM 
CIIlOWTt1 
DRY MASS 
I 
EVENT 
STAGE AT MECO 
AV RESERVES 
APOGEE CIRCULARIZATION (OMS BURNI 
RCS TRIM BURN 
OMS TRIM BURN 
DEPLOY PAYLOAD (MASS - 391,460 kg) 
OEORelT AV 
ti20 EXPENDED DURING ENTRV 
LANDING RETRO 
MA88 AT  LANDING 
RESIDUALS AND UNUSABLE8 
RESERVES, LANDING PROPELLANT 
AND Hz0 
DRV MASS 
166.43 
3.30 
29.86 
6.16 
0.48 
0 .0& 
3.69 
1.59 
2.07 
33.01 
1.27 
22.40 
-
268.82 
MASS AFTER 
EVENT 
103 kg 
749.68 
736.63 
718.1 I 
714.76 
71 3.05 
321.80 
31 3.1 4 
301 -12 
279.85 
-
27B.86 
14.28 
6.76 
- 
258.82 
5.1 -3.3 Upper Stage Cost Estimates 
The 2-stage ballistic recoverable vehicle's upper stage and booster DDT&E and first unit production 
costs are discussed in this section. The Boeing Parametric Cost Model (PCM) has bean used in devel- 
oping these estimates. PCM includes a complete set of cost estimating relationships (CER's) derived 
from historical data and include both direct relationships and composite relationships. The cost 
model has been used on  many previous studies and is periodically updated to provide latest data 
base. The PCM allows a number of input options including "thru-put" costs for elements such as 
SSME's, RL-1 O's. etc. 
The basic work breakdown structure (WBS) for DDTE and production costs is shown in Figure 
5.1.3-1 . Program Management has been estimated as a 10% factor on the manhours required and 
Flight Test operations has been included as rough order of magnitude ("ROM") value. 
The DDT&E and 1st unit production costs for the 2 stage ballistic recoverable vehicle arc shown in 
Table 5.1.3-2. Since both the booster and upper stage elements are included, entries number 4 thru 
52 are the upper stage cost elements and entries 54 thru 93 are the booster cost elements. The 
S108M Flight Test Operations entry (#53) is applicable to the total vehicle. 
Direct cost estimates (thm-puts) have been used for the following cost elements: 
SSME 
RL-10 
DDT&E 1 st Unit 
S32.5M S 1 2.4M TFUIengine 
S 10.8M $ 0.757M TFUIengine 
The tooling cost entry for DDT&E includes tool design and the fabrication of a single shipset of 
production tooling. 
A DDT&E cost of slightly more than $7.1 B and a 1 st unit cost of 5895.8M are estimated for both 
the stages. The DDT&E estimate includes the equivalent of 2.5 ground test and 2.0 flight test units. 
TOTAL PROGRAM 
PROGRAM INTEGRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
FLIGHT VEHICLE - ALL STAGES 
FLIGHT VEHICLE - 2ND STAGE 
FLIGHT VE HlCLE DESIGN AND DEVE L O P M m  
SUBSYSTEMS (STRUCTURE, PROQULSION. ETC) 
ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT 
TOOLING 
SYSTEMS TEST 
SYSTEMS TEST LABOR 
GROUND TEST HARDWARE 
FLIGHT TEST HARDWARE 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION 
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
FLlGHT VEHICLE - lST STAGE 
FLIGHT TEST OPERATIONS 
Figure 5.1.3-1 Stage Work Beakdown Structure 
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5.1.4 TankerIC~o Shroud 
5.1.4.1 System Description 
The two payload section options of the two stage ballistic recoverable vehicle include an LH2/LO2 
+alter and a 75 kg/m3 payload shroud as shown in Figure 5.1.4-1. 
Tanker Option-The tanker option has been sized to provide 400 metric tons of propellant in a 
5.5:l mixture ratio relationship. Independent elliptical tankage provides 939 m3 and 297 m3 
vdwnes for the LH2 and LO2 propellants respectively. The maximum tank design pressurn are 
experienced during the boost maximum acceleration conditions. The peak design and proof test 
pressures and the resulting tank wall membrane thickness are shown in Table 5.1 -4-1. Both tanks are 
fabricated from 22 19-T87 aluminum alloy. 
CARW OQTlOlY TANKER OPTION 
Figurn 5.1 .C1 ZStage Ballistic Veh#c Paylord Shroud Og(ions 
Table 5.1.4-1 Tank Sizing Criteria and Results 
Max. Operdting Max. Proof Test Membrane Thickness 
Tank Pressure - kpa Pnssure - kpa Variation - cm Mass-kg 
Non-pressurized structure includes the nose cap, intertank, and aft skirt elements. These structttral 
elements I~ave been sized in 6A1-4V titanium. The total mass of these elements has been estimated 
at 11718 kg. 
The thermal protection system (TPS) includes the internal LH, tank insulation and the reusable 
inslilation on ihe: forward portion of the tanker. A total TPS mass of  1724 kg has been estimated. 
Mechanisms on the tanker include the torward door actuation system and docking provisions. A 
total mass of 2 190 kg has been estimated for the tanker mezhanisms. 
A cold gas pressurization syctem has been included on-board the tanker. This option has been selec- 
ted t o  insure positive pressure in the tanks during reentry and also t o  assist in ons rb i t  propellant 
transfer cperations. A total nlass of 7635 kg for the pressurization subsystenl includes the delivery 
lines and transfer system and the pressurization system. 
The tanker dry mass is estiniatzd t o  be 35391 kg. 
Cargo Shroud-A three-section teleacoping shroud concept has been selected as the reference cargo 
shroud concept. Shroud reusability is a significant factor in achieving low cost per flight. The 
shroud has been sired to  handle a 17 meter in diameter by 23 meter :ong payload package contain- 
ing SPS component\. The shroud operat~onal scheme IS for the shroud t o  oe extended to  its full 
length on the ground prior t o  payload installation and then t o  be retracted on-orbit after payload 
deployment and prior to reentry. 
The shroud structural subsystem consists of the 3 cylindrical sections and the combination door/ 
nosccap. Ail clements arc fahr~cated from 6 A L 4 V  titanium. Eaih cylindrical section includes the 
skin shell, rails tlongerons) and framc5. A two piece nosecap provides complete access to  the pay- 
load packdpc Tlie cst~mated niass for the structural subsystem is 20157 kg. 
The shroud thcniial protection system is the reusable high temperature insulation required for 
:]scent hc~ t inp  Thc total TPS mass is 541 5 kg. 
The 111a\\ 1 ) r  thc ~ i i c ~ ~ l l ~ n ~ ~ n i s  for door .~~t i ia t ion  a d translating the retractable shroud have been 
c.ht~mut~*d at '4.33 kg t?~st'd on extri~polat~on of h~storical data. 
44  
5.1 -4.2 TankerlCargo Shroud Mass Characteristics 
The mass characteristics for the two payload section options reflect the results of a preliminary 
structural sizing and incorporation of historical weight estimating relationships. A mass summary of 
the tanker and cargo shroud options are shown in Table 5.1.4-2. A 105% mass growth allowance has 
been included in the estimate. The tanker mass includes an estimated 1018 kg of residuals and 
unusables as a result of propellant transfer operations. 
5.1.4.3 TankerICargo Shroud Cost Estimates 
The DDT&E and 1st unit production costs have been estimated for both the tanker and cargo 
shroud payioad options in a manner similar t o  that used for cost estimating the vehicle stags. The 
work breakdown structure and resulting costs are shown in Tables 5.1.4-3 and -4 for the tanker and 
cargo shroud, respectively. 
The total tanker DDTBtE cost is S388.IM and includes 1.5 ground test units and 2.0 flight test 
units. The tanker fir-st unit cost of S50.8M is driven by the structures and mechanism's cost which 
account for 60% of the initial unit cost. 
The total cargo shroud DDT&E cost is S490.6M and also includes 1.5 ground test units and 2.0 
flight test units. The cargo shroud first unit cost of 1578.3M is driven by the mechanism and struc- 
ture costs which are 67% of the total cost. 
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5.1 .S Vehicle Petformane 
The vehicle performance for the SPS mission was calculated bawd on the following groundrules: 
a Kennedy Space Center (KSC) was the launch site (latitude = 28.S0) 
AV Reserves = -85% AVi 
a Delivery orbit 
-- Altitude = 477 km circular 
Inclinatior! = 3 1 
Upper stage circularizes and transfers the payload to a stagfig depot or LEO construction base. 
This particular delivery orbit allows for two launch opportunities to each orbit 3 1 /3 hours apart. 
T!ie upper stage. since it delivers the payload to a LEO base. deorbits approximately 24 hours later 
to return to a ianding near the lar~nc-h ci!e. 
Thc ascent trajectory characteristics for the vehicle are shown in Figure 5.1.5-1. The major charac- 
teristics are s~~mmarized as follows: 
First Stage 
T/W Q Ignition = 1 30 
Maximum Dynam~c Pre~si!re = 32.125 k p  
Maximum Acceleration = 4.90 g's 
Stage Burn Time = i 76.89 sec. 
Dynamic Pressure at Staging = 405 pa 
Second Stage 
T'W fa Ignition - 0.76 
Maximum Acceleration = 2.28 p's 
Stagc Bum Time = 394.84 sec. 
At main eneinc cutoff (MECO) the trajectory charact,oristics are as follows: 
Altitude = 1 10948 m 
Rclativt: Velocity = 7540 misrc 
Bi*rnout Mass = 749583 kg 
The circularization bum of 105.6 mlsec and a trim bum of 10.56 m/wc ( l a  of circularization 
bum) are performed by the orbit maneuvering system (OMS). 
In additicn, an RCS trim bum of 17 mlsec is performed. The net payload Zeployed is 391450 kg 
and the upper stage landed mass is 279855 kg including the cargo shroud. 
1m- 
UQ- 
110- 
8 loo- 
3 
c, 
C 
a 
4 pe- 
a- 
-500 
- 
-= 
-200 
The 2-stage ballistic recoverable vehide operations plan includes the ppelaunch, launch, and recov- 
ery activities associated with the launch vehicle. The fust and second stage flow diagram for a typi- 
cal turnaround is shown on Figure 5.1.6-1. Stage pmccsing, irrtegration and launch timelines are 
noted. In addition, recovery ship operations are shown. 
The stage processing activities are conducted in low bay areas of a vertical assembly building (VAB). 
These activities include stage inspections and performing required maintenance effort. Vertical stage 
stacking and integration verification testing wil l  be conducted in high bay areas of the vertical 
assembly building. Self-powered water transportable mobile launcher platforms (MLP's) are utilized 
for transport of the vehicle from the vertical assembly building to  the o f f a r e  launch site. Payload 
installation will be performed in the VAB. The fixed portion of the launch site will indude the 
tower with its senice arms and support pedestals for the MLP. 
The SPS mission requirements of instding four satellites per year place a danambg huneh rate on 
the launch vehide. For the two construction locations, LEO or CEO, an amud flight rate of 3 125 
and 1875 are required. The weekly flight SPS freighter rate for CEO constructim is shown in 
F i  5.1 -6-2. 
Four whits all inclined at 3 1 O, but equally spaced in longitude (90° apart), the baseline delivery 
orbits and &re noted by the symbols on upper portion of the chart. At the initial opportunity to  a 
given ~ i b i t  (northerly) both a cargo and tanker payload are launched within IS minutes of each 
other. Approximately 3 113 hours later, on the southerly opportunity, a single tanker flight is 
launched. LEO construction would require 8 flights per day vems tbe 12 tlights required for CEO 
assembly. In the case of LEO construction, the d v o  launch on the initial opportunity is not 
required d t i n g  in only a single launch at sch opportunity. The basic weekly turnaround for 
GEO construction, shown it Figure 5.1 6-2, requires 36 f i t  s w  and 45 upper stages in the active 
tumaround. 
The ground operations manpower required to  support the 12 huncheslda.j for CEO assembly is 
shown in Table 5.1 -6-1. The task breakdowns shown comprise the major activities necessary t o  
recycle the vehide. Both operations manpower and the associated maintenaxe peroo~el are identi- 
fied. Approximately 676 men arc involved in processing each vehicle in the tumaround and the 
resulting cost per flight is $379,000. 
The estimated facility costs for the GEO and LEO assembly options are shown in Table 5.1 -6-2. The 
major facilities and recovery ships are noted on the ;able. A +S5.2B facilities cost diffemnce has 
been identified for GEO assembly as compared LEO assembly. 
E M  170 DAYS 
I -2 I .1 I 1 1 2 I 3 1 4 I 6 
- I 
V LAUNCH 
I 
I . '. r !;TAU PROCE8SlNQ I N  VAQ w I .?!s rALL  (ST 8 7 1 0 1  ON LAUNCHER a I 
INSTALL 2ND STAGE ON LAUNCHER 
INSTALL PIL I VLRFORM VEHICLE I N T U O U I I W  I T  I I 
PLACE ON LAUNCH PEOESTAL 
MARE lNTERPA2U CONNECTION8 & CONDUCT 
PRELAUNCH VIRIPICATION TEST8 RECYCLE 1 FUEL RP-1, L e ,  LH2 
1 CWNT0011)  LAUNCH I 10 
SHIP WERAT IONS - PIRST STAGE 
PROCEED DOWN RANGE 
RECOVER 3 FIRST STAOW 
RETURN TO PORT LAUNCH I SHIP OPERATIONS - SECOND 8- 
SECOND STAQe PROCI-IN0 I N  VAB 
I 
m 
ISECOND STAQE ON ORBIT 
I PROCEED OQIIRANO. 
I 
; . I ,  F LOAD SECONO STAQEU (PI I 
Figure 5.1.6-1 Typical F h t  and Second S t a y  Turn Around 

Table 5.1.6-1 Ground Operations Tasks & Menloadings 
Ch 
06 
36 VEHICLES IN  THE TURNAROUNO AT ANYTIME 
FIRST STAGE PROCESSING 
SECOND STAGE PROCESSING 
MOBILE LAUNCHER ACTIVITIES 
FIRST SECOND STAGE INSTALLATION 
ON MOBILE LAUNCHER 
VEHICLE INTEGRATION TESTING 
PAVLOAL' INSTALLATION & CHECKOUT 
SUP#)RT FOR MOVE T 0 LAUNCH SITE 
FIRST STAGE RECOVERY OPERATIONS 
VAB TEST 8TATlc: V 
SECOND STAQE RECOVERY OPERATIONS 
LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER 
LAUNCH SITE INSTALLATION 8 CHECKOUT 
PROPELLANT SYSTEM 
GAS STORAGE 8 DISTRIBUTION 
C 
r 
ANNUAL OPERATIONS 
OPERATION8 
1223 -VEHICLE INSPECTIONS 
1164 -VEHICLE INSPECTIONS 
1076 
403 
161 
181 
242 
2328 
1 668 
604 
1208 
646 
1278 
2a8 
,12332 
HEADCOUNT 
MAINTENANCE 
2388 INSPECTION PICKUP & W W T  
2188 INSPECTION PICKUP & MAIm 
4886 EOUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
602 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
676 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
96 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
144 EOUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
336 EQUIPMENT MAI- 
EQUIPMENT MAlNTEWMICe 
1 U  EQUIPMENT 
I 
- 11996 
Tabk 5.1.6-2 Estimated Facility Costs - BaUistic/BalUstic Launch Vehicle Ship Recovery 
LE 0 
UNIT CON ST RUCTION 
GEO 
CON STRUCTl ON 
COST NUMBER COST NUMBER COST 
VAB POSITIONS 
LAUNCH POS1T10NS 
MOB1 LE LAUNCH PLATFORMS 
wl 
\O 
RECOVERY SHIPS 
LCC FIRING ROOMS 
PAYLOAD PROCESSING POSIT1 ONS 
SECOND STAGE RECOVERY FACILITIES 
COSTS IN MltLlONS 
5.1.7 2-Stage Ballistic SPS Freighter Cost per Flight 
The cost per flight of the ?-stage ballistic SPS Freighter was developed t o  thc operations cost work 
breakdown structure (WBS) shown in Table 5.1.7-1. This WBS is very similar t o  the Shuttle User 
Charge WBS with the exception of including production cost of reusable hardware and tooling costs 
associated with the tooling shipsets required to support rat& production. 
An annual launch rate of 3 125 flights for CEO construction and 1875 flights for LEO construction 
over a period of  14 years was used to amortize the operating cost. A detail discussion of the meth- 
odology of developing cost per flight data can be fbund in Section 5.2.7. The following paragraphs 
will summsrize the results of the cost per flight analysis. 
The equivalent flight hardware units t o  satisfy life, refurbishment and replenishment spares over 14 
years of operation for both CEO and LEO assenik2y are as follows: 
Hardware Element 
Booster Airframe 
Booster LOTIRP-1 - Engines 
Booster SSMt 's 
Upper Stage Airframe 
Upper Stdgr SSME's 
Carso Shroud 
Tanker 
Equivalent Units 
CEO Assy LEO Assy 
The sumr;iarizcd cost,'!light for CEO assembly is shown on Table 5.1.7-2. The average cost per flight 
of S7.6 15M includes the Program Direct t 8 17 ). Dlrect Manpower (9%) and Indirect Manpower 
(10'7) categories. Production and Spares plus Ground Operations/Systems account for "3% of the 
total ~ ' O l i  per flight. 
LEO assembly cost'llight is sunlmariled in Table 5.1.7-3. The average cost per flight of S8.332 
inclucit.~ thc surnt. categories as rrporttd for GEO assembly. The 97, increase in the average cost per 
flight ih Juc primarily to the influence of rate on the costs. 
Table 5.1.7-1 Operations CostiFIight WBS 
WW ELEMENT 
OPERATIONS COST 
PROGRAM Dl RECT 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 
PRODUCTION AND SPARES 
STAGE 1 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
STAGE 2 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
TOOLING 
STAGE 1 
STAGE 2 
GROUND OPS/SYS 
GRO'JND OPS 
GROUND SYS 
GSE SUSTAINING ENGR 
GSE SPARES 
PROPELLANT 
OTHER 
Dl RECT MANPOWER 
CIVIL SERVICE 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 
INDIRECT MANPOWER 
CIVIL SERVICE 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 
- 
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Table 5.1.7-3 2 Stage Bsllistic .'chide Average Operating CostFUght - LFB Assembly 
s 
WBS ELEMEN: 
OPERATIONS COST 
PROGRAM DIRECT 
PROGRAM SUeQORT 
PRODUCTION A N 0  SPARES 
STAGE 1 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
STAGE 2 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
PAY LOAD SHROUO 
TOOLING 
STAGE 1 
SI'AGE 2 
PAY LOAD SHROUD 
GROUNO OPSfSYS 
GROUND OPS 
GROUND SYS 
GSE SUSTAINING ENGR 
GSE SPARES 
PROPELLANT 
OTHER - 
DIRECT MANPOWER 
CIVIL SERVICE 
SUPPCRT CONTRACTOR -- - - - - -- 
- - 
IND~RECT MANPOWER 
. CIVIL SERVICE 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 
C 
8.332 
- $M 
@T 
COST 
0 
6.755 
0.m 
a m  
2032 
1.097 
0.213 
0.318 
0.132 
0.016 
0.428 
0.066 
0.063 
0.1 12 
1.834 
0.019 
- ~- 
BY WBS LEVEL 
0 
0.317 
3.342 
0.466 
2630 
0.402 
0.366 ~ 
0.461 
0.368 
I 
1 .081 
0.971 
0.581 
0.516 
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5.2 -AGE WINCED/WMGED LEO FRElCHTER 
Ihe  two stage win@ vehicle, shown in F i r e  5.2-1, is a modified version of the NASA/JW con. 
cept EDIN Ex-338-76. The vehicle is a tandrill anansrnent, series-hum concept and its characterh 
tics are noted on the figure. Sixteen LO?/RP-I gas generator cycle, LH? cooled engines are incow 
rated m the fist  stape and 14 standard SSME's ( ~ 7 7 . 5 . l  are used on the upper s tas .  Within the 
overdl vehicle's 9566 M ton gms5 liRoff mius. the booster and upper stage propellant tmcb arc 
56% M tons and 2306 M tons respectively. The uverdi vehicle length is 140.73 M m d  the maxi- 
mum wing span is 60.48 M for the boostcr. A cargo compartment with an avenge paybad density 
of 135 kg11n3 is p v i d e d  in the nose section of the upper stage. A tanker version wudd inoorpozate 
independent internal tankage within the upper stage nose section. A =tractable tzooster .msz cap 
is provided to eliminate the need for an expendable inzerstage. 
The vehicle operational characteristics include a dounrany b s t e r  landing and an upper stage 
which nmains o n a h i t  for 24 hours and then deabi t s  for a fanding a? the hunch site. 
VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS 
OLOW = 9.866 X lo6 kg 
BLOW - 6.446 X lo8 kg 
Wpl - 6.898 X lo6  kg 
ULOW - 2.730 X 10@kg 
we - 2.306 x 106 kg 
PAYLOAD - 0.381 X 106 kg 
TAUAT LIFTOFF 1.30 
MAIN PROPULSION 
4862 00 
cn 
Figure 5.2- 1 2-Stake Winged SPS Launch Vehicle 
5.2.1 Vehicle Geometry 
The overall geometry for the Zstage winged vehicle is shown iii Figure 5.2.! -1. All major body sec- 
tion locat~ons and also surface geometry is noted on the figure. A 15.24 in body diameter wlls used 
on both stages. The first stage overall body length is 64.48 nleten in the launch m~figvratian and 
69.98 meters in the reentry configuration. The booster zerosurface theorttical areas are as follows: 
Wing = 1033 m2 
Vertical = 242 m2 
Canard = 234 m2 
The upper stage overall length a 76.26 meters, induding the caga bay section. The upper stage 
aerosurface theoretical areas are as follows: 
Wing = 685m2 
Vertical = 226 m 2 
Canard = 219m2 
The booster stage engines require three propellants due to  the w of the LH2 for cooling and as a 
result the following tank volumes including ullage space is provided: 
RP-I Tank Volume = 191 9 m3 
LO, Tank Volume = 3859 nr3 
LH7 Tank Volume = Y I0 m3 
& 
The corresponding tank volumes for tht upper stage are 1795 rn3 for the LO, - tank and 4830 m3 
for the LHI tank. 
- 
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Figure 5.2.1-1 2-Stage Winged Vehicle Configuration 
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5.2.2.1 System Oescription 
The booster stage of the Zstage winged vehicle consists of the following subsystems: 
Ascent Propulsion 
Structures 
Thermal Protection 
Landing Gear 
Auxiliary Propulsion 
Prime Power 
Electrical Conversion and Distribution 
Hydraulic Conversion and Gistribution 
Aerosurface Controls 
Avionics 
Environmental Control 
Each of these subsystems will be discussed in the following sections including definition of the 
rationale for the mass and cost estimates. 
5.2.2.1 -1 Ascent Propubion-The ascent propulsion subsystem consists of the main engines. acces- 
sories, gimbals, and the fuel and oxidizer systems. Main propulsion is provided by sixteen RP-I/ 
L02/LH2 gas generator cycle engines and the associated pressurization and propellant &livery sys- 
tems. The following engine charac!eristics were used in the analysis: 
Propellants RP-I !L021LHZ 
Thrust - Vacuum 8.275 x 10% 
Chamber Pressure 29300 kpa 
Mixture Ratio 2.9: 1 
Specific lmpulx (S.L./Vac) 323.51350.7 sec. 
The total mass of the sixteen engines and the associated accessories and gimbals is 128090 kg. 
The pwssurizat~on gases are heated GO2 for the LO2 tank and heated GH2 for the RP-I tank. Indi- 
$:ha1 propellant delivery lines are provided to each engine. The total mass of the pressurization and 
delivery system is 39431 kg. Historical weight estimating relationships were used to determine the 
mass of the ascent propulsion system. 
5.2.2.1.2 Structures-The booster structural subsystem consists of the body and aerosurfacc group. 
The body group consists of the nose section, LH2 tanks, LO2 tank, intertank, RP-I tank, aft skirt. 
thrust structure and base heat shield. Included in the acrosurface group is the wing, vertical tail, 
canard and body flap. A preliminary sizing analysis was conducted to determine the individual 
structural element masses. 
Nose Section-The nose section consists of the forward body shell portion and the movahle nose 
cap and associated mechanism. The nose sc t ion experiences its maximum compressive load during 
the boost maximum acceleration cmndition. A peak compressive load o r  34500 N/cm results in rn 
average smeared body shell thickness of 1.04 cm in 6A14V titanium. The estimated mass of the 
nose section including the translating mechanism is 85236 kg. 
LH2 Tanks-The LH7 t x k s  are all internal to the body shell and as such do not experience any o i  
the external flight l o ~ c  ;. r tank arrangement consisting of 6 tanks in the nose section cascading into 
a tdroidal tank in the inttrt.mk region was selected to utilize the space avaiiable in the non-prcssur- 
ized sections. 
22 19-T87 aluminum was selected as the tank material. m e  total rrlass of LH? tank inciudinginstalla- 
tion hardware is 6205 kg. 
LO2 Tank-An all welded 2219-787 aluminum design. A maximum operating pressure of 512 kpa 
is anticipated Peak proof test pressure of 682 kpa will provide adequate service life The rnaximum 
sn~rarrd thickness of the cylindrical srdewall is 1.49 cm. The dome membrane thicknesses vary 
between 0.56 cm to 9.76 cm for the upwr and 0.73 cm to 1.10 cm for the lower dome. The total 
mass of the 107 tank is 47032 kg 
- 
Intertank- The intertank is approximately 12 meters long and constructed from 6A14V titanium. 
The intrrtank experiences its maximum compressive loading of 35730 N/cm during boost. An 
average smeared shell thickness of 1.08 cm is required and as a result the intertank mass is estimated 
to be 3632 1 kg in(-luding frames. 
RP-1 Tank--The RP-1 tank is an all welded 7219-T87 aluminum pressure vessel with integral side- 
wall strffcninp in the cylindrical section. A ~,.aximum operating pressure of 294 kpa is anticipated 
and results in a peak proof tcst pressure of 391 kpa for adequate service life. The maximum smeared 
sidrwall thrcknrss for the cylindrical section is 0.97 cm. 
The dome membrane thickness varies between 0.35 cm to 0.41 cm for the upper and 0.39 cm tr) 
0.63 cni for thc lower cldriir. The total mass of the KP-I tank is 13832 kg. 
Aft Skirt-The aft skirt is fabricated from 6A14V titanium. A combination of the fueled pre-igni- 
tion and liftoff conditions result in the design loads. The compressive loading varies between 29400 
K/cm and 38220 N/cm. A maximum smeared thickness o f  1 . I  6 cm is required and the total aft skirt 
mass is estimated t o  be 44826 kg including frames. 
Thrust Structure-The thrust structure consists of the major internal beam structure and frames 
which provide the load introduction structure for the rock?t engine thrust loads. A combination 
graphite epoxy/titanium structure is the selected design co~lcept. The maximum thrust load is 
experienced at  booster burnout. Three (3)  meter deep beams In an intersecting pattern t o  provide 
lateral stiffness were incorporated. The total mass of the thrust structure is estimated to be 37590 
kg. 
Base Heat Shield-The base heat shield consists of the individual panels and their support itructure 
which mount to the thrust beams and aft skirt structure. Titanium (6AL-4v) is the material selected 
due to its good thermal performance. The total mass of the base heat shield structure is 4696 kg. 
Wing-The wing is constructed from 7075-T73 aluminum box structure and 6Al-4V titanium lead- 
ing and trailing edges. A heat sink design has been incorporated and the additional thicknesses to 
satisfy the heat sink requi, ents have been included in the structtrre mass. A constant t/c = 12% 
was assumed. The 2.5 'g' subanic  maneuver along with the entry platform loading have been used 
to  size the wing structure. The mass of the major wing componens are as follows: 
Structural Box = 5 8968 kg 
Elevons, Trailing and 
Leading Edges = 12973 kg 
Total = 71941 kg 
Including in thew masses arc heat sink penalties of 1251 kg on the box and 1470 kg on the leading 
and trailing edge structure. 
Vertical Tail-The vertical tail was s~zed for the ql3 condition Curing boost. A qR max of 187.7 kpa 
is estimated. The box structure is 7075-T73 ,,luminum and tllc remaining tail structure is 6A14V 
titanium. The total mass of the vertical tail is estimated to  be 8800 kg. 
Canard--The canard was sized for the qa condition during boost of 187.7 kpa. Included in the can- 
,rd is the cxposcd surfitces. spindle and carry-through struct~rre. The total mass of the canard struc- 
ture is estimated to be 5625 kg. 
Body Flap-The contan! chord body flap protects the main engines during entry and provides z 
control surface during unpowered flight. The estimated mass is 3969 kg. 
5.2.2.1.3 Thermal Protection-The thermal protection system (TPS) for the winged booster is pri- 
marily the base heat shield since the heat sink penalties are included in the structure element mass. 
Reusable Surface Insulation is the IPS concept selected for the base heat shield. An average insula- 
tion density of 13.2 kg/m2 was wlectr.d and the total mass of the system is 2405 kg. 
5.2.2.1.4 Landing Gear-'l3e landing gear mass estimates are the same as those reported in the 
NASA, JSC report EDIY EX-338-76. These values were confirmed by using inhouse weight estimat- 
ing re1a:ionships. The n9sr and main landing gear masses are 2037 kg and 23003 kg, respectively. 
5.2.2.1.5 Other Subsysten-:-The remaining subsystem masses have been estimated using historical 
or  Shuttle predicted weights. These subsystems include auxiliary propulsion (RCS), prime power, 
electric conversion and distribution. hydrdulic conversion and distributicn, aerosurface controls, 
avionics. and environme~?tal control. 
Auxiliary Fropulsion-The reaction controi system (RCS) is required for orbit trim and also stage 
orientation prior to entry and control during entrv. The subsystem dry mass is 745 kg. 
Prime power-The major electrical power sources on the booster are both batteries and auxiliary 
power units. The prime power subsystem mass is estimated to  he 3039 kg. 
Electric Conversion and Distribution -The power conditioning and cabling elements are included i.1 
this category. The estimated mass 1s 907 kg. 
Hydraulic Conversion and Distribution-The hydraulic system for the thrust vector control and 
actuation systems is included in this category. The est~mated mass is 7584 kg. 
Aerosurface Controls-The control system for the aerodynamic surfaces including actuatcrs, fit- 
tings. etc. 1s included in this category. The contro! system individual elsment mass estimate was 
developed usin,: hr5torical rcldtionshlps as follows: 
tlcment Proportional Factor Mass 
Wing curface Controls Reference area 3937 kg 
Vcrtica! Tall S u l . l ~ t '  Corltrols Exposed area 794 kg 
Cn,nard Surfacc <'ontrols Exposed ;ilea 431 kg 
Body -lap Surtact. ('olltrols Total Area 544 kg 
Total .-- 5 706 kg 
Avionics-The avionics subsystem includes the guidance and navigation. flight data management and 
the communication .iystem elements. The totiil mass of the avionics subsystem is estimated t o  be 
243 1 kg. 
Environmental Control-The on-board environmental control system is primarily associated with 
the thermal conditioning of the avionics equipment and the purge requirements tor the main 
engines after shutdown. The subsystem mass is estimated to be 2610 kg. 
5.2.2.2 Booster Mass Characteristics 
The booster mass characteristics reflect the results of the preliminary structural sizing analysis and 
incorporation of historical weight estimating relationships. Element masses have been identified and 
described in Section 5.2.3.1. System Description. The summarized booster mass statement is showr, 
in Table 5.2.2-1. A 10% mass growth allowance has been included on all dry mass eicments. The 
total booster stage dry mass is estimated to be 641 770 kg The major portions of the dry mass are 
the structural (57-7c) and ascent propulsion (26%) subsystems. 
The fluids inventory is noted on Table 5.2.2-1. Residual and cni:sable fluids and gases are the major 
inert item in the fluid inventory. The residilal mass estimate reflects an open loop propellant ~ctiliza- 
tion system. The booster inert mass is 738 120 kg. 
5.2.2.3 Booster Cost &timate 
The DDT&E and initial production unit cost for tile boos:zr of the two stage winged vehicle arf 
shown on Table 5 . 2 . 2 - 2 .  The basic work breakdown structure (WBS) is identical to  that shown ir 
Figure 5.1.3-1 for the ballistic booster. A DDT&E cost of SS.2B includes the Sasic stage design and 
development ( S  1.62B). system test (S3.17B). tooling. etc. The equivalent of 2.5 vehicles for grour.d 
test and 2 for night test are included in system test category. 
The theoretical first unit (TFU) production cost of $560.SM is proport ivxd as follows: 
Struct ilre 3 5% 
Ascent Propulsion 23% 
Avionic\ 8% 
CSE 1 o5 
Program Management 8% 
Other 1 6% 
A p ~ r ~ x i n i a t c l y  2 i 3  of the ~ n ~ t l a l  production cost 1s attributable t o  the structlcres. propulsion and 
avionics s l~bs~\ t< '~ l l ' i  
75 
An estimated %50M has been included in DDT&E cost for the booster portion of flight test opera- 
tions. 
Table5.2.2- 1 Winged Booster Stage Mass Stagemen t 
SPS 657 
103kg 
ASCENT PROPELLANT 5896.4 
b 
STAGE ELEMENT 
STRUCTURE 
BODY 
AEROSURFACES 
TPS 
LANDING GEAR 
ASCEIJT PROPULSION 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
PRI~IE POWER 
ELECTRIC CONVEttSION & DISTfllBUTION 
HYDRAULIC CONVERSION & DISTRIBUTION 
AEROSURFACE CONTROLS 
AVIONICS 
ECS 
GROWTH 
DRY MASS 
RESIDUALS & UNUSABLES 
USABLE RCS & RESERVES 
INERT MASS 
INERT MASS 738.1 
-
BLOW 3434.5 
1 0 3 1 ~ ~  , 
366.07 
(275.74) 
( 90.33) 
2.40 
25.04 
167.52 
0.74 
3.04 
0.91 
7.58 
5.71 
1.81 
2.61 
58.34 
041.77 
90 -00 
6.35 
738.12 
- 
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Table 5.2.2-2 (Continued) 
23 t i ~ w t  snltLD 
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-- ._ --.-- . -  
- . -. 
.. 
- -  - 
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5.2.3 Upper Stage 
5.2.3. f System Description 
Tine upper stage of the 2stage winged vehicle consists of  the following subsystems: 
Ascent Propulsion 
Structures 
Thermal Protection 
Lapding Gear 
Auxiliary Propulsion 
Prime Power 
Electrical Conversion and Distribution 
Hydraulic Conversion and Distribution 
Aerosurface Controls 
Avionics 
Environmental Control 
Each of these subsystems will be discussed in the following sections including definition of the 
rationale for the mass and cost estimates. 
5.2.3.1 .I Ascent Propulsion-The ascent propulsion subsystem consists of the main engines, acces- 
sories, gimbals, and fuel and oxidizer systems. Main propulsion is provided by fourteen (14) stand- 
ard SSME's ( E  = 77.5). The following engine characteristics %ere used in the analysis: 
Propellants 
Thrust-Vacuum 
Chamber Pressure 
Mixture Ratio 
S p e c ~ ~ i c  Impulse - (S.L.iVac.) 
Total Flow kdte!'Engine 
20685 kpa 
6:  1 
36321455.2 sec. 
468.4 kgjsec 
The :ui.il mass of the fourteen engines and the associated accessories and gimbals 1s 45161 kg. 
Pressilrization system IS heated GO,  - for the LO, - t a lk  and heated GH? - for the LH-, tank. Indivi- 
dual propcliant delivery lines are provided to each engine. The total mass of the pressurization and 
delivery system 1s 7069 kg. 
5.2.3.1.2 Structures 
The upper stage structural subsystem consists of the body and aerosurface group. The body group 
consists o f  the noselpayload section. forward skirt. LH? tank, LO- t a t~k ,  aft skirt, thrust structure 
- 
and base heat shield. Included in the aerosurface group is the wing, vertical tail, canard and body 
flap. A prelimit:~ry sizing analysis was conducted to determine the individual structurdl element 
m a s .  
Nose/Payload Section-The ogive shaped nose section ccnslsh of the forward body shell and the 
payload access doors and mechanisms. A maximum compressive load of  4270 N/cm is anticipated 
and results in requiring an average smeared body shell thickness of 0.25 cm in 6 A I 4 V  titanium. 
The estiniated mass of the nose section is 10889 kg. 
Forward Skirt-The cylindrical shdped forward skirt is a 6AI-JV titanium structure. A maxin;um 
compressive load of 5020 N/cm is anticipated and results in an average smeared body shell thickness 
of 3.1 4 crn. The estimated mass of the forward skirt is 7592 kg. 
LH, Tank-An all-welded 7219-T87 aluminum design was selected ior the LH, Tank. The aft 
L - 
dome, co~nmon with the LO? tank. is accounted !or as a part of thc LO. tank. A maxinium opt.r;tt- 
- - 
ing prcshure of 13 1 kprt occurs during the maximum accelerdtion cond~tlon. A proof pressure of 307 
kpa will prwide adequate service life. The average cylindrical s ~ d r ~ a l l  th~ckness is 0.85 cm and the 
upper dome membrane thickness varies between 0.35 cm and 0.59 crn. The tvtal ma\< of the Ll i?  
d. 
tank 1s 41636 kg. 
LO, Tank-The LO, tank is also an all-1veldc.d 221 9-T87 alunirnum dcs~gn. A maximum operating 
" - 
prccsure of  677 kpa occurs during the maximum acceleratron condition. A proof pressure of 901 
kpa will provide adequstc. service lifc. The avtrage cylindrical srdtswall thicknes\ of :.Oh cm result5 
from thC proof' tc\t condrtlon. Thc upper ~:omnion bulkhead mearcd tllicknes\ varies hctween I .42 
cn; and I X ?  C H I .  The I n ~ c r  dome thickntxs\ varies between 0.98 cm and I .-!I> cm The total mass of 
thC 10, tank IS 372cY kg. 
- 
Aft Skirt -The aft skirt I \  fabricated from 6AL-lL' tirdnitrm !I ~naxrmum cornprc\\nz loau~rip c r t  
33420 N!cm 1% c-xpectcd during the maximum rl~zr.lcr:~t~nn c. nd~tron. Thc ~ i ~ r a g e  ~ y l ~ n d r l c ~ t l  body 
\hell srne~t. t*d thrikne\s IS 1 .OJ c r ~  and thr total ma\\ ul'tlie aft \ k ~ r t  IS 32,'I)4 kg 
Thrust Structrlre Thr thr11,t s t r u c ~ t u ;  consicts of an intc.rn,!l conc w ~ t t i  thrust posts at c-dch enplnc 
loc~at~on an.: a iriajor frawe .:t the tBnplne girnh..~ ~ n t t ' r f d c ~  plants. A c o m h ~ ~ i d t ~ o n  praphrte cpou!, 
OA 1-41' tltari1urli \trili.turib I \  t11c dcs~gn concept Thc clvcragc ~onipr~\5 lvc  lo,1~:111p I \  r j ' J i O  N ' c m  and 
tile r c \ ~ ~ l t r ~ i g  t l a i k ~ l ~ \ ' i  I \  0 30 ~ 1 1 1 .  In rldditlon. 14 thruzt po\t3 w , ~ t i !  .in ,tic,ragib ~,rc l$s  \~*<t;on arc-a 01' 
7 0  4 cm2 arc r c q u ~ r ~ t l  TIIL- total ma\\ ot. the thruft \ t r i r~turc 14  537' kc 
B e  Heat Shield-The base heat shield consists of the individual panels and their support sructure. 
Titanium (6AI4V)  is the fabrication material sele~ted. The individual panels will provide support 
for the the1m:il protection system. The total mass c f  the base heat shield structure is 4696 kg. 
Wing-The wing is constructed from 7075-T73 aluminum alloy. A constant 12% t/c was selected. 
The ?.Sg subsonic maneuver along with the entry platform loading have bezn used to  size the wing 
structure. The mass of  the major wing components are as follows: 
Structural Box = 35607 kg 
Elevons. Trailing and Leading Edges = 77 1 1 kg 
Total = 4 3 3 1 8 k g  
Vertical Tail-The vertical tail was sized for the 4 condition during boost. A qp max. of 187.7 kga 
is estimated. The structural material is 7075-T73 aluminum and the total mdss is estimated t o  be 
6804 kg. 
Canard-The canard was sized fc; the qa condition during boost of 187.7 kpa. Included in the 
canaid structure is the exposed surface, spindle and carry-through structure. The total mass of the 
cdnarc! structure is estimalcd to bc 4.145 kg. 
Body Flap-The constant chord boey flap protects the main engines during entry and provides :L 
control surface during unpowered flight. The estimated mas! of the bcdy flap is 3969 kg. 
5.2.3. l .3  Thermal Protection-The thermal protection system (TPS) consists of both low hrld high 
tenlpcrati~re system. The low temperature TPS for the LH? tank is a reusable interi~al fcam. Reus- 
6 
able Surfacc Insulation (RSI) has been selected for the external rvposed areas and thc base heat 
shield. The tota! mass ot'the TPS is 48778 kg. 
5.2.3.1.4 Landing Gear-?'he landing gear mass estimates arc the iame of those re,ported In NASA! 
JSC report EDIN EX-338-76. These values were within the range of predicted land~ng gear mass 
b a d  on total ldnded mass. The nose and main landing gear masses are 1104 kg and 12450 kg. 
respzcttvely . 
5.2.3.1.5 Other Subsystems--The remaining subsystem masses have b e i ~ i  esrirnated thing h~stori- 
cal or Shuttle prcdic?*td wt~ghts. These subsystems ~nclude aux~liary prop:~lcion (OMS and RZS,. 
prrlnc power. c ~ c c t r i ~  conversion and distribution, hydraulic conver. )n and d~stnbution. x r o -  
5urfacc controls. avionlcb. and environmental control. 
Auxiliary Propulsion-The auxiliary propu!sion system corlsists of the orbit maneuvering (OMS) and 
reaction control systems (RCS). The OMS consists of two ( 2 )  RL-19 engines and assoc~atrd prrssur- 
izatiori, delivery and propellant storage (tankage) elements. A total dry mass of 155 1 kg is estimated 
for the orbit maneuvenng system. 
The reaction cdntrol system consists o f  four sets o f  thrusters (4lset) and the associated pressuriza- 
tion, delivery and propella storagco hardware. Madifird Shuttle hardware is proposed for the RCS 
system and the estimated rnass is 1714 kg. A total ?uxi!iar; propulsion system lalass of 3165 kg 
includes both the RCS and OMS elements. 
Prime Power-The major electrical power sources on th: upper \tage are both fuel cell, ~ n d  auxlll- 
ary power units. The total prime power subsystem mass is estimated to  be 15z4 kg. 
Electric Conversion and Distribution-The stage power cond~tioning and c~bl ing  eir~nents  are 
included in this category. The estimated mass is 907 kg. 
Hydraulic Conversion and Distribution-The hydraulic sy5trm for the thri~s! vector L-ontrol and 
actuation system is included in this category. The stage tiydruul~c system also must proudc hervices 
:o the payload access doors In addition to all the stage filnction.,. A mass of 4040 kg 15 estimated for 
thi, "dtegory 
Aerosurface Controls-The co:itrol system for the aerodyn.im.i burfac*. ~ r .  iuding a~,tuatorq. fit- 
tings, e,c. is included in this category. The control system ~nrllv~dual e emcnt mass was dc\eloped 
uslng historicdl rtlationships as followf 
Element Proportional Fca tor >Ids, 
V!:r.g Surface Controls Reference area 2608 k g  
Vertical Tall Surface Control% txposcd Are3 726  kg 
Canard Surra;c Controls Exposed Are3 3'1 kg 
13011) Fla,l Surface C'cmtrols T .tal Area 4 4  kg 
Tufa1 125d kc2 
Avionics -The a\.;o,iic-s ,ubs>, tern includes the puidan~~c and n~i !ga t lo~i .  tllpht da t ,~  r i ~ ~ t r i ~ r c ~ n e n t .  
and t l ic*  c:ominunicat~on s; \tern cle,nents. The total mas, of the J ~ I O F I C ~  \uh\y\tcrn I \  ebt~m;ttt.d to  
bc 1814 kg. 
Environmentai C:)n:r;~i Th~a on-board cnv~ronment;tl cfmtrol \)..+tern I S  ~ l r i~~l . i r~ l !  ~s\ocldtcd w ~ t h  
tli:, thernial L ~ \ ! ~ ~ ; ! I O P I I ~ :  01' 1r.c dviunics cquipnicnt anc! ,hc pbrpc rl!..qu ;cr- :ntk tor 'ric III.IIII 
tbngirj:< d t ' tCr  \ t i ~~ tdown  Tllc* sub\ystem mas+ .s t.ct1111atcd to hc : 134 kg 
5.233 Upper S e  Ckacte&ics 
The upper stage mass characteristics reflect the results of the prelimiaary stmctwal sizing analysis 
and incorporation of historical weight estimating relationships. Element masses have been identified 
and described in Section 5.2.3.1. System Description. The summarized upper stage m a s  statement 
is shown in Table 5.2.3-1. A 1046 mass growth allowance has been induded on all dry mass ele- 
ments. The total stage dry mass is estimated t o  be 360880 kg. The major portions of the dry mass 
are the structural (55%). ascent propulsion (14%). and thermal protection (14%) subsystem. 
The fluids inventory is noted in Table 5.2.3-1. Residual and unusable fluids and gases a.-e the major 
'wrt item ir. the fluid inventory. The residual mass estimate ~ f l e c t s  a closed loop propellant utiliza- 
tion system. 
5.2.3.3 Upper Stage Cost Estimate 
The DDT&E and initial production unit cost for the upper stage of the two stage winged vehicle a n  
shown in Table 5.2.3-2. A DDT&E cost of S3.9B includes the basic stage design and development 
(SO.'(lB j, system test (S2.03B), and tooling, etc. The equivalent of 2.5 vehicles for ground test and 
2 for flight test are included in system test category. 
The theoretical first unit (TFU) production cost of S520.9M is proportioned as follows: 
Structure 21% 
Ascent Propulsion 2% 
TPS 1 2% 
Avionics 9% 
GSE 9% 
Program Management 7% 
Other 1 3% 
Approximately 70% of the initial production cost is attributable to the structures, propulsion, ther- 
mal protection and avionics subsystems. 
An estimated S50M has been included in DDT&E cost for the upper stage portion of flight test 
operations. 
Table 5.2.3-1 Winged Upper Sw Mass Statement 
RCS TRIM BURN 
DEPLOY PAYLOAD (MASS-381 120 kg) 
MASS AT LANDINO 
RESIDUALS AND UNUSABLE8 
r 
DRY MASS 
STAGE ELEMENT 
STRUCT UR? 
BODY (1 40.93) 
AE HOSURFACES 1 58.54) 
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM 
LANDING GEAR 
ASCENT PROPULSION 
AUXILIARY PROPULSION 
PRIME POWER 
ELECTRIC CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION 
HYDRAULIC CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION 
AEROSURFACE CONTROLS 
AVIONICS 
ECS 
GROWTH 
DRY MASS 
1 
103169 
199.47 
48.78 
13.86 
62.23 
3.27 
1 .B2 
0.91 
4.84 
4.26 
1.81 
1.13 
29.12 
-
380.88 
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5.2.4 Vehicle Performance 
The vehicle perfonuance for the SPS mission was calculated bawd on  the following groun4lrules: 
a Launch latitude = 28.5' 
a AV Reserves = .85% AVi 
a Delivery orbit 
- Altitude =477  km circular 
- Inclination = 3 1 
a Upper stage circularizes and transfers the payload t o  a staging depot o r  LEO construction base. 
This particular delivery orbit allows for two launcli opportunities t o  each orbit 3 113 hours apart. 
The upper stage, since it delivers the payload t o  a LEO base, deoroits approximately 24 hours later 
t o  return t o  a landing near the launch site. 
The ascent trajectory characteristics for the vehicle are ahown in Figure 5.2.4-1. The major charac- 
teristics are summarized as follows: 
First Stage 
TW @ Ignition = 1.30 
Maximum dynamic Pressure = 34.446 kpa 
Maximum Acceleration = 3.49 g's 
Stage Burn T:me = 147.96 st.;. 
Dynamic Pressure at Staging = 181 9 pa 
Second Stage 
TW @ lgnition = 0.95 
Maximum Acceleration = 3.67 g's 
Stage Burn Timz = 35 1.78 sec. 
At main engine cutoff (MECO) the trajectory characteristics rre as follows: 
Altitude = 1 1MS2 m 
Relative Velocity = 7539 mlsec 
Bwnoct Mass = 8 13667 kg 
The circu2~rization burn of 105.6 mlsec and a trim bum of 10.56 m/sec (10% of circularization 
bum) are performed by the orbit maneuvering system (OMS). In addition, an RCS bum of 17 mlsec 
is performed. The net payload deplo).ed is 381 120 kg and the upper stage landed mass is 382600 
kg- 
5 -2.5 Vehicle Operations 
The two stage winged SPS freighter operations are driven by consideration of downiange landing 
areas for the booster. Two of the options are to, ( I )  launch from an inland site or (2) an offshore 
launch to  a !and recovery ar,ta. A NASAIJSC internal study investigating potential western U.S. 
launch sites for the Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle, dated May 1977, provlded data on potential inland 
launch sites. The basic land use assumptions used in the reference s\*ldy are &own in Fiurre 5.2.5-1. 
Both the ..tucch and landing buffel zones are noted on the fiure,  in addition t o  the over flight 
ground path comdor. Seven potential inland U.S. launch sites. shown in Figure 5.2.5-2, were identi- 
fied. The land acquisition cost differentials between the cand~date sites vaneu in a range 'bc iwei i  
S65M and S 1490M dependent on the m o u n t  of government vs. private land t o  be used. 
The off-shore launch site operation plan was assumed t o  have the following features: 
0 Transpot-ter/Launcher consisting of two large ships with a platform be tween the hulls. 
Cqastal onshore verticzl stacking in a VAB type of facility in an area adjacent t o  landing area, 
and vehicle processing facilities. 
Propellants, other launch consumables and launch services are on-board the Transporter1 
Launcher ships. 
Erected vehicle is transported unfueled from the VAB to the offshore launch position. 
A preliminary facilities and equipment "ROM" cost for the two operational options are shown in 
Tables 5 -2.5-' and 5.2.5-2. As noted by comparing these preliminary facilities costs, the inland 
launch site could offer 3 potential S1414M advantage. However. if the land acquisition costs were at 
the extreme of those investigated in the NASAIJSC study of inland launch sites this advantage 
would be negated. As a result, the selection of an operational mode between inland and offshore 
sites is not possible at this time. 
The prn*.:;: operations manpower required to support the 12 lau isheslday for the CEO satellite 
assembly is shown in Table 5.2.5-3. The task breakdowns comprise the major activities necessary to 
recycle the veliicle. Both operations manpower and the associated naintenance personnel are identi- 
fied. Approximately 660 personnel are involved in processing each vehicle in the turnaround and 
the resulting average cost per flight is $355,000. 


Table 5.2.5-1 Estimated Facility Coeb Winged/Winged bunch Vehklu Railroad Return 
VAB POSITIONS 
LAUNCH POSITIONS 
MOBILE LAUNCH PLATFORM 
RAIL ROAD 
LCC FIRING ROOMS 
PAYLOAD PROCESSING POSITIONS 
LANDING FACILITIES 
TRANSPORTER 
UNIT 
COST 
$878 M 
COST 
$15,804 M 

Table 5.2.5-3 Ground Operations Manpower Requirements-CEO Asasmbly 
38 VEHICLES I N  THE TURNAROUND AT ANVT IME 
PERSONNE WEHlCLE 680 
, 
FIRST STAGE PROCESSING 
SECOND STAGE PROCESSING 
MOBILE LAUNCHER ACTIVITIES 
FIRST & SECOND STAGE INSTALLATION 
ON MOBILE LAUNCHER 
VEHICLE INTEGRATION TESTING 
PAYLOAD INSTALLATION & CHECKOUT 
SUPPORT FOR MOVE TO LAUNCH SITE 
FIRST STAGE RECOVERY OPERATIONS 
VAB T EST STATION 
SECOND STAGE RECOVERY OPERATIONS 
LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER 
LAUNCH SITE INSTALLATION 81 CHECKOUT 
PROPELLANT SYSTEM 
GAS STORAGE 8 DISTRIBUTION 
C 
ANNUAL OPERATIONS 
WERATIONS 
97% -VEHICLE INSPECTIONS 
1442 -VEHICLE INSPECTIONS 
1075 
403 
161 
161 
242 
1913 
1666 
604 
1206 
848 
1276 
288 
~11960  
HEAOCOUN'f 
MAINTENANCE 
1886 INSPOCnON PICKUP 8 MAINT 
2710 INSPECTION PICKUP & MAINT 
8866 EQUIPMENT MAINTENAMCE 
344 EQUIPMENT MAINfENANCE 
676 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
96 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
144 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
338 EOUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
706 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
144 EQUIPMENT 
- 11807 
A 
5.2.6 2Stage Winged Vehicle Cost per Flight 
The cost per flight of the 2-stage winged SPS Freighter was developed to  the operations cost work 
breakdown structurt: (WBS) shown in Table 5.2.6-1. The operations cost WBS is modeled after the 
Shuttle User Charge WBS with the following additions: 
a Production costs for reusable hardwart: is included. 
a Tooling costs associated with the tooling shipsets required lor rate production is included. 
The average cost per flight data developed in this section is based on the GEO assembly option 
which results in 3 125 launches per year for a 14 year period. The following paragraphs will discuss 
the methodology in developing the cost per flight data. 
Flight Hardware Elements-T~L flight hardware cost per flight element summary is shown in Table 
5.2.6-2. The production quantity of equivalent units for 14 years of operations include: 
1 .  The initial buy required to satisfi turnaround. 
2. The additional vehicles required for life (using a 300 flight limit on service time) 
3. Refurbishment units resulting from a 30% replacement each 100 flights for the airframe and 
every 50 flights for the engines. 
4. Replenishment spares purchased and installed at a rate of 0.18% and 0.50% per flight respec- 
tively for the airframe and engines. 
The initial unit costs are noted and improvement curves of 85% and 90% on airframe and engines 
respectively, were used to develop the total program cost. The cost per flight of these hardware ele- 
ments was developed by averaging the total program cost over the 43750 flights which occur in the 
14 years of operations. 
Tooling Cost/Flight Elements-The portion of cost per flight associated with rate tooling is shown 
in Table 5.2.6-3. The required number of shipsets and the respective first unit cost are shown in the 
two columns on the left of the table. The tool production cost results from using an 85% improve- 
mcnt curve for the required number of units. Tool sustaining was estimated at 10% per year of the 
tool fabiication costs for the 14 years of operations. 
Table 5.2.6- 1 CostjFlisht WBS 
WBS ELEMENT 
OPERATIONS COST 
PROGRAM DIRECT 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 
PRODUCTION AND SPARES 
STAGE 1 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
STAGE 2 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
TOOLING 
STAGE 1 
STAGE 2 
GROUND OPS/SYS 
GROUND OPS 
GROUND SYS 
GSE SUSTAINING ENGR 
GSE SPARES 
PROPELLANT 
OTHER 
DIRECT MANPOWER 
CIVIL SERVICE 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 
INDIRECT MANPOWER 
CIVIL SERVICE 
J SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 

Table 5.2.6-3 Tooling CostJFUgh t Elemen@ 
10% PER YEAR FOR 14 YEARS i s n o o ~ u ~ s  
14 YEAR PROGRAM 
> 
STAGE 1 AIRFRAME 
STAGE 1 ENGINES 
STAGE 2 AIRFRAME 
STAGE 2 ENGINES 
TOOL FIRST 
UNIT COST 
$M 
$408.9 
$67.9 
$301.8 
$33 
NUMBER 
OF SHIPSET S 
FOR RATE 
10 
64 
10 
47 
LEARNING 
% 
85 
85 
85 
86 
TOOL 
PRODUCTION 
COST SM 
$2874 
$1 839 
$21 49 
$802 
TOOL 
SUSTAINING 
CWalnAD 
$4024 
$2S76 
$3008 
$1 123 
COST/FLT 
$M 
*lW / Y 
$.I01 
$. 04$ 
Ground Operations CostIFlight Elements-Fourteen ground aperations tasks were identified and 
mat~loaded. These tasks are identified in Table 5.2.64 and the annual headcount for operations and 
maintcnan~e noted. The "hands-on" personnel were estimated for each operations task including 
the additional manpower associated with rnainten~nce and repair. The annual headoxlnt for each 
task is noted and a total of nearly 24.000 people are involved for the CEO assembly yearly flight 
rate of 3125 launches. Since 36 dehicles are in the ti~rnaround at m y  time, this averages 660 men 
per vehicle and a resulting cost per flight of $355.000. This cost is in addition to the stage refur- 
bishment and repair activities included in the Production and Spares WBS entry. 
Propellant Cost/Flight Element-The propellant cost for the l a u n ~ h  kehicle are shown in Tablz 
5.9.6-5. A burden factor is 5% on the cryogenic and 2% on the RP-\ propellants accourlts for the 
wasted o r  nonreusable propellant on each launch. The majority of tilt excess cryogenic propellant 
is assumed to be captured and re-refrigerated since this approsch appears t o  be much more cost 
effective than allowing boiloff t o  the atmosphere. The 5% cryogenic factor acmunts for the portion 
that is lost to  the atmosphere during vehicle processing. The uuit cost of propellants were developed 
based on a review of potential manufacturing methods and uslng a cost consistent with the most 
probable method. For example. the LH, cost of 52.6'33,'kp is bawd on steam reformation of coal. 
- 
Electrolysis costs for the production of 1113 bdsttd on "boot-strap" approach of ~lsing SPS gcner- 
- 
ated electrical power would bc in the neighborhood of S3.86 kc Alttioupt, fluctuations in the price 
of liquld hydrogen can be expected, there is a fundli~ncntal rrlat~onihip between the cost of liquid 
hydrogen arld the iost of 0thi . r  energy forms. For large quantlt~es of !iquid hydragen (especially if 
the buy is unifo;mlly spread over a long period) this fundamenta~ relationship will eventually con- 
trol the price. 
Major 3 l anp~wer  Cost/Fiight Elements-The major NASA ccnter d n ~ l  tllerr ,upport contractor man- 
power estir-1att.s are shoun In Table 5 . 2 . 6 6 .  The aver:lge annual ulary rates are estimated by extra- 
polating the Shuttle Uscr Charge Data to  197'7 dollars. Thcse dd ta  were gcncrated by review and 
modification of the Shuttic Uscr Charge Data as apill~cahlt: to  thc SPS Fre~ghter concept. The resui- 
tant headcount per ~c'hiclc I S  4100 and compared to a commrrcial airlinc, such as United, it is 
between one and two orders of mapn~titdt. greatir. 
Average Operating CostIFlight Summarv (CEO ASSEMBLY)-'nlr total average cost per flight is 
f7.934M for the 2-stage ivinged SPS Fre~glitcr whev tile other minor elements are included as 
shown in 'Table C 7.6-7. The total manpower i~ ivolv~d ;n this act~vity is in the neighborhood of 
435.000 personnel. 
Table 5.2.64 Ground Operations Cost/Fligh t Elements 
SPSCUl 
36 VEHICLES IN  THE TURNAROUND AT ANYTIME 
FIRST STAGE PROCESSING 
SECOND STAGE PROCESSING 
MOBILE LAUNCHER ACTIVITIES 
FIRST & SECOND STAGE INSTALLATION 
ON MOBILE LAUNCHER 
VEHICLE INTEGRATION TESTING 
PAYLOAD INSTALLATION 81 CHECKOUT 
SUPWRT FOR MOVE TO LAUNCH SITE 
FIRST STAGE RECOVERY OPERATIONS 
VAB TEST STATION 
SECOND STAGE RECOVERY OPERATIONS 
LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER 
LAUNCH SITE iNSTALLATlON 81 CHECKOUT 
PROPELLANT SYSTEM 
GAS STORAGE & DISTRIBUTION 
PERSONNE WEHICLE = 680 
ANNUAL OPERAT 
OPERATIONS 
978 -VEHICLE INSPECTIONS 
1442 -VEHICLE INSPECT IONS 
1075 
403 
161 
161 
242 
1913 
1566 
604 
1206 
645 
1276 
288 
711960 
IONS HEADCOWT 
MAINTENANCE 
1886 INSPECTION PICKUP & MAINT 
2710 INSPECTION PICKUP & MAlNT 
4865 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
344 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
576 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
96 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
144 EQUII MENT MAINTENANCE 
336 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
708 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 
144 EQUIPMENT 
= 11807 


Table 5.2.6-7 Average Operating Cost/Fl&t-GEO Awembly 
W&59 1 
P 
WBS ELEMENT 
OPERATIONS COST 
PROGRAM D l  RECT 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 
PRODUCTION AND SPARES 
STAGE 1 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
*AGE 2 
AIRFRAME 
ENGINES 
TOOLING 
STAGE 1 
STAGE 2 
COST BY WBS LEVEL - $M 
I SUPPORT CONTRACTOR OBai u 
0.386 
0.080 
0-7 
0.106 
ZOO1 
OR1 7 
0 
7.954 
GROUND OPSISYS 
GROUND OPS 
Gf:OUNo SYS 
GSE SUSTAINING ENGR 
GSE SPARES 
PROPELLANT 
OTHER 
D l  RECT MANPOWER 
0 
1.678 
1.884 
0.280 
0.1 81 
0 
m 
0.899 
OM6 
0.908, 
o,t6l 
CIVIL SERVICE . ' 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 
! INDIRECT MANPOWER 
. CIVIL SERVICE 
0 
6.61 7 
0.682 
0 .  
0.281 
8.299 
0,421 
2.076 
0.736 
0357 
0.326 
0.800 
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53 PERSONNEL CARJUER VEHlCLE 
The pemmel  canier vehicle provides for the transportation of the crews between earth and low 
earth orbit. The vehicle is a derivative of the current Space Shuttle system which incorporates a 
liquid propellant booster in place of the Solid Rocket Boosten (SRB's). A series-bum ascent mode 
\#as sekcted and as a nsult a rrduced External Tank (ET) propellant load is required. 
The personnel launch vehicle. shown in Figure 5.3-1, incorporates a propane fueled booster, Exter- 
nal Tank and Space Shuttle Orbiter. Overall vehide geometry and characterisiics are shown on the 
figure. The overall length of 60.92 in is due to the tandem arrangement rather than the sidemounted 
concept in the current Shuttle system. 
The overall vehicle geometry of the personnel launch vehicle is shown on Figure 5.3.1 -1. A11 major 
body section locations are noted in the body station numbering s)stern. The booster stage is 22.9 m 
in length wi:h a 8.407 m diameter at the ET interface and a maximum diameter of 18.796 m. Four 
(4) booster engines are mounted on a 7 - 0 8  m diameter. The booster stage propellant tank volumes 
are 1035 m3 for LO2 and 593 m3 for CJH6 
The ET overall length of 37.93 m reflects the shorter length as compared to  the current Shuttle ET 
due to the reduction in propellant load from 703 075 kg to 547 038 kg. 
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5.3.2 Booster Stage 
5.3.2.1 Booster Stage System Description 
The booster stage subsystems include the ascent propulsion, structures, auxiliary propulsion system. 
thermal protection, prime power, power conversion and distribution. avionics and environmental 
co2 trol. 
Ascent Propulsion-The booster stage is powered by four C3H8/L02 engines which provide 8.523 X 
1 0 6 ~  of vacuum thrust. The following engine characteristics were used in the analysis: 
Propellants C3H8/L02 
Thrust - Vacuum 8.523 X 10% 
Chamber Pressure 20685 kpa 
Mixture Ratio 2.68: 1 
Specific Impulse - (S.L./Vac.) 304.1/340.0 sec 
Total Flow RateIEngine 2556.5 kgtsec 
The pressurization gases are heated GHe and GO2 for the main tanks. Individual propellant delivery 
lines are provided to each engine. The total mass of the ascent propulsion system is 47 138 kg. 
Structure-The pressurized structure (C3H8 and LO2 tanks) are $2 19-T87 aluminum all-welded 
components. The unpressurized structure is primarily 6A14V titanium with graphite composites 
incorporated on the internal structural members. The main propellant tank maximum design pres- 
sures, peak proof pressures and resultant mass are shown in Table 5.3.2-1. 
TABLE 5.3.2-1 C3H8 BOOSTER TANK SIZING RESULTS 
Structural Maximum Design Maximum Proof Typical 
Element Pressure - fepa Pressure - fepa Thickness - cm Mass - kg 
LO2 Tank 3 24.5 431.6 0.27 - 0.76 10685 
C3H8 Tank 226.9 301.3 0.45 - 1.27 288 18 
The unpressurized structure was analyzed for maximum compressive load conditions and the results 
are shown in Table 5.3.2-2. 
TABLE 5.3.2-2 C3H8 BOOSTER UNPRESSURIZED STRUCTURE SIZING RESULTS 
Structurdl Maximum Unit Typicd 
Element Compressive Loading Thickness - cm Mass - kg 
Forward Skirt 12630 - 15850 Klcm 0.38 - 0.48 3512 
Aft Skirt 8966 - 9978 N/cm 0.27 - 0.30 7927 
Base Skirt Pressure = 77.5 7 kpa 0.88 - 1.00 26034 
Thrust Structure PIEngine = 1 2.79 X 1 O ~ N  N!A 18340 
Auxiliary Propulsion-The auxiliary propulsion system consists of the landing system and reaction 
control system. I l l e  landing ~ y s t r m  was sized t o  provide the terminal deceleration and 10 pressure- 
fed storeable propellant engines were selected. The baseline landing engine is the Aerojet Engine 
Model AJ 10-5 1 which uses N-,04/UDMH  propellants and has a thrust range of bztween 222400N 
dnd 6671001r;. The landing system dry mass is estimated to  be 5 192 kg. The reaction control system 
(RCS) provides for stage orientation prior t o  entry and control during the reent r)... Four (4) sets of 
thrusters ( 4  thrusterslset) are installed on the vehicle. The estimated rndss of the RCS system is 324 
kg. 
Other Subystems-The remaining subsystem masses have been estimated using historrcal rrlation- 
ships or Shuttle predicted masses. These subsystems include t!lcrmal protection. prime power. 
powcr. powcr conversion and distribution. avionics and environmental conirol. 
5.3.2.2 Booster Mass Characteristics 
The mass characteristics of the C3H8 booster reflect the results of a preliminary structural sizing 
and the incorporation of historical weight estimating relationships. A mass summary for the C3H8 
boc~ster is shown in Table 5.3.2-3. A 10% mass growth allowance has been included. 
TABLE 53.2-3 C3H8 BOOSTER MASS STATEMENT 
Vehicle Elerne11 t 
Structure 
Forward Skirt 
LO2 Tank 
C3H8 Tank 
l'hrust Structure 
Afi Skirt 
Base Skirt (Including TPS = 10410 kg) 
Main Propulsion 
Engines and Accessc;ci.s 
Gimbal Control Syster.~ 
Fuel System 
LO2 System 
Auxiliary Propulsion 
Landing System 
RCS 
Prime Power 
Power Conversion and Distribution 
Avionics 
ECS 
Growth ( 10'70) 
Residuals and unusables 
Landing Propellant and Reserves 
28460 
255 15 
-
Inert Mass = 218709 
( 1 733) 
(2744) 
(857) 
(1 4976) 
-
Dry Mass = 164734 
5.3.2.3 Booster Cost Estimate 
The C3H8 booster DDT&E and 1 st Unit cost estimates have been developed in a manner similzr t o  
that described in Section 5.1 -2.3. The Di)T&E and initial production cost for the booster m shown 
in Table 5.3.24. A DDT&E cost of S2.49B includes the basic stage design and development 
(S 1.07B). and tooling, etc. The equivalent of 2.5 vehicles for ground test and 2 vehicles for flight 
test are included in the system test category. 
The theoretical first unit (TFU) production cost of S221M is proportioned as follows: 
Structure 24% 
Ascent Propulsion 1 WU 
Avionics 26% 
GSE 10% 
Program Management 8% 
Other 13% 
Structure, ascent propulsion and avionics account for 69% of the initial production unit cost. An 
estimated S 100M has been included in the DDT&E cost for flight test operations. 
Table 5.3.24 jHg Booster DDT&E and 1st Unit Production Costs 
- 
% & R E  SUB ELENEN7 N E T w 0 3  S03R-  BLEND SUPI 01s 1400 '400 IUq6FU LRq caS1 t o  CES F A C I P R S  ~ a l i w  I 8 C R P L I  r 1000 ) 
1 TOTAL. F l l J G R I M  0 DDfLE S U 8 S - - .  0 - -  0.00- 0 0 0 .  O o O - - . - - - .  - - Z1b9b ,294 
U N l T  SUBS 0 0.00 0 3 0 220.955 
2 PRCG 1'Jtfa C Bhr(AC . 1 ODlLE FIC'IOR 3 0 . ] 0 . - . 0 .  - 0  . O  -0.0 - - - -  - 7b*401 
U N I T  FACTOR 3 0.10 0 0 0 I f  w779 
UNIT SUBS 0 0.00 0  0 0 239 1 17% 
UFtlT SUBS 0 
__ .- _ _  _ --- -- -- --. 
- - _ _ -- -__ . ... . - _-... 
. --- - - - - . . -- . -. - - . 
8 F W 1  TAW* 6 ODTtE  C€cl b l  i.00 26 0 0 0.0 B6.017 
6968 b 10s 
UNll &€(I - - 6 3  1.00 5 4 -  1. 85 
- - f t e 4 S 9  
Table 5.3.24 (Continued) 
9 A F T  S K I R T  
5720 
6 O D T C E  CER 3 
LB 5 t.00 21) v o 0.0 ?.9b6 
UN)? C E R  37 1.00 54 I 85 3.030 
10 IHRUSl STRUt  iURE 6 D O T l E  C E R  3 -- 444 75 LBS to00 20 0 0 0.0 33.502 
UNIT CER 37 . 1.00 . 54 -- I 85 11.642 
11 FWD S l t I R t  
6 51  7 
b DDl  CE CER 3 1 moo 28 0 0 0.0 
LB 5 7.806 
-. 
-. 
U N I T  CER 37 1.00 5 4  1 85 2.968 
12  B A S E  S K I R T  - b D O T & €  C E R  
63135 I R S  3 8.00 28 - 0 - 0  0.0 65.766 . 
U N I T  C E R  31  1.00 54 0 0 I f  .I98 
13 M r l N  PROPC&SS~W 5 D D f t E  SUBS 0 0 -30 0 0 0 0.3 681 e7bO 
- - U N I T  SUBS . - - - -  0. .  0.00 - , - 0 , .  . . . 0 .. 0 42.517 
14 M A I N  E N G I h E S  - . 13 O D l t E  C E R  26 
1.916fb IHIUS7 1.00 28 0 0 0.0 b30atS3 
-. - -- ~ C E n  -- - -53 . -  -1*00-54 .----.---- --- -6 90 . 36,666 - 
15 E N 6 I h E  4CCtS 13 PDTtL  C E R  6 1.00 28 0 0 0.0 21 ,679 
.. 76-35 - - L B S -  --- - - - -  - 
U k r  1 -.C-ER - -- mob- -s4 - .-.--.-.-.-.---.--..- ~. 40 4 90 4 r 4 7 C  
16 PLOP D E L I V E R Y  --.-- - 1 3  DDTCF CER . 4 .  ---1.00 . t e - - .  o 3.. .. o.o.-- . . 
20022 LB s . ... . LO.063 - 
I T  C E R  W 2 000 54 1 I 5  2.439 
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Table 5.3.2-4 (Continued) 
4 O D ' I L t  SUBS 0 
UNf l M I 4  0 
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533.1 System Desmipk 
The current SZS E x t e d  Tank (ET) was modifred for the series-burn application. In addition to 
the propellant load reduction which results in a smaller overall ET, the boost loads are introduced 
into the aft portion of the LH2 tank rather than in the intertank region. The overall changes to the 
ET are noted on Table 5.33-1 and the estimated cbanges in mass are shown. The mass uncertainty 
of the changes were accounted for as follows: 
5% uncertainty on deletions 
10% uncertainty on additions (growth) 
TABU 5.3.3-1 ET MODIFICATIONS AND MASS CHANGES 
ELEMENT 
L o 2  TANK 
DELETE BARREL 
DECREASE BAFFLES 
DELETE SRB PADUPS 
I W R T A N K  
CHANGE'MACHINED PANELS - SKINISTGR 
SHORTEN INTERTANK BY 20" 
CHANGE THRUST FRAME TO STAB. FRAME 
DELETE SRB THRUST BEAM 
DELETE SRB THRUST FITTINGS 
MODIFY SKINISTRINGER SECTION 
MODIFY STAB. FRAMES 
LH2 TANK 
DELETE BARREL 
DELETE FRAME XT 1377 
MODIFY STRINGERS & FRAMES 
DELETE SRB FITTINGS 
REDUCE XT 2058 FRAME FOR SRB LOAD 
ADD -81m LOWER SKIRT 
MASS CHANGE 
(-1 350) 
-1069 
- 113 
- 168 
THERMAL PROTECTION 
LO2 CRYO REDUCTION 
ABLATlON T O  CRYO ONLY ON INTERTASK 
LH2 CRYO REDUCTION 
PROPULSION & MECH SYSTEMS 
LO- FEEDLINE 
LO, - ANTI GEYSER LINE 
LO? - PRESS LINE 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
SRB WIRING & SHIELDING 
CHANGE UNCERTAINTY 
UNCERTAlN'IY ON DELETIONS -5% 
GROWTH FOR ADDITIONS -1 070 
TOTAL CHANGE - ET INERT WT 
UNUSABLES 
PRESSL'RANT. GH-, 
* 
PRESSURAKT, GO, - 
SUPWRTS. SRB GFE 
TOTAL CHANGE ET MECO WT 
REDUCED PROPELLANT 
REDUCED LO, 
REDUCED LH-, 
TOTAL CHANGE ET LlFTOFF WT 
5.3.3.2 ET Mass Characteristics 
Thr mass characteristics of the ET reflect the results of incorporating the changes noted in the pre- 
vious section (5.3.3.1 ). A mass summary for the External Tank is shown in Table 5.3.3-2. 
Dl 80-20689-5 
Table 5.3.3-2 Exteml Tank Mass Statement 
Structures 
LO, Tank 
- 
lntrrtank 
LH, Tank 
- 
Thermal Protection 
Propulsion & Mech. Sys. 
Electrical Sys. 
ORB Attachments 
Change Uncertainty 
ET Inert Mass 
Unusables 
ET Meco Mass 
5.3.3.3 El' Cost Estimate 
The DDT&E cost estimate for the modifications t o  the External Tank 11dw been estimated t o  be 
S60M. The initial ET unit cost was determined brlxd on a review of the Shurtler User Charge Policy 
cost estimates. The Shuttle User Charge policy identifies an ET initial unit cost ot' S5.496M ( 19755) 
and scbsequent units bdsed on ;i 9 1'7 improvement ci~rvrt. The* data were escalated t o  1977 dollars 
and the cost impacts due to the modifications assessed. The result 1s a theoretical first unit cost of 
S4.890M. A 91'5 improvement curve was used t o  determine the cost of additional units required to 
satisfy the program rrquirement~. 
5.3.4 Vehicle Performance 
The personnel carrier vehicle perfo*!nance was calculated based on the following ground rules: 
Kennedy Space C e ~ t e r  (KSC) was the launch site (iatltude = ~ 8 . 5 ~ )  
AV Reserves = .8Sq; AV,  
Deliveq Orbit 
Alt~tude = 477 km circular 
Inclination = 3 1 
The ascent trajectory characteristics are summarized as follows; 
T/W @ ignition = 1.24 
Maximum Dynamic Pressure = 29.733 kpa 
Maximum Acceleration = 3.0 8's 
Burn Time = 54 1.9 seconds 
The personnel carrier payload performance is summarized in Table 5.3.4-1. A net payload of 73550 
kg is delivered to the 477 km orbit. The orbiter events including the suborbital jettison of the ET 
and the resulting vehicle mass by event are noted on Table 5.3.4-1. The Shuttle orbiter OMS system 
performs the majority of the orbital maneuvers. 
Table 5.3.4 1 Personnel Launch Vehicle Perfomance Mass Statement 
SPS(#l 
DRY MASS 
VEHICLE ELEMENT 
BOOSTER 
STRUCTURE 
THERMAL PROTECTION -EM 
LANDING SYSTEM & RCS 
ASCENT PROPiLSlON 
PRIME POWER 
POWER CONVlDlsl 
ECS 
AVIONICS 
GROWTH 
EXTERNAL TANK 
ORBITER 
DRY MASS - 
. 
+ 
- 
1 d  KG 
(164.68) 
80.62 
10.41 
6.48 
47.14 
.SZ 
1.73 
SB 
2.74 
14.98 
( 26.73) 
( 68.56) 
(269.B7) 
A 
SECOND STAGE SEQUENCE 
EVENT 
STAGE AT MECO 
AV RESERVE 
DROP ET 
PERIGEE BURN 
APOGEE CIRCULARIZATION 
RCST RIM 
OMSTRIM a 
DEPLOY PAYLOAD ~P/L -n IXO ko, 
OEORBIT AV 
M A S  AFTER 
EVENT 
1 d  KG 
187.29 
18398 
155.72 
164.17 
148.94 
148.06 
147.64 
7 3 s  
11 21 
A crew avrying module for tramporting personnel in the Shuttle cargo bay has been defined to 
establish the mass and oost of W dement in the Tmmportatiom System. The module ~ ~ p k  ie 
shown in F i i  5.3.5-1. A a e w  size of 50 men per flight was badhed for purposes of this study. 
Four abreast seating on a single level was the selected amingemeat. The lower level would be wed 
for life support equipment and w. 
Mas C h a t A d s b T h e  mass characteristics of the personnel module are noted on Table 5.3.5-1. 
These are preliminary estimates based on previous study d t s  and in house IR&D activities. 
Tabk 5.3.5-1 Personnel Module Mass Statement 
Module Element Mass -kg 
Cylinder and Bulltheads 
Support Structure 
Airlock and Escape Hatches 
Flmdlhgs 
Thermal Protection 
Life Support 
Crew and Equipment 
Growth - 10% 
Total Mass 
Cost Estimate-A preliminary cost estimate has been developed for the personnel module using the 
Boeing Parametric Cost Model (PCM). The DDT&E estimate of S 11 7.5M includzs a single ground 
test unit. The 1st unit production cost is estimated to be S24.67M. These costs were developed in 
the same manner as the launch vehicle costs. 
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53.6 P e l g o d  Vehide Cost per Flight 
The personnel vehicle cost per flight is based on the ~wst  per flight work breakdown structure 
shown in Table 5.3.6-1. The average ~wstlflight is based on a launch rate of 256 flights per year 
amortized over 14 years of operation. Total program costs less the DDT&E and facilities portion are 
included in the average cmst per flight. The equivalent hardware units to  satisfy life. refurbishment 
and replenishment spares requirements are as follows: 
Hardware Element Equivalent Units 
C3H8 Booster Airframe 
C3H8 Engines 
Orbiters 
SSME's 
ET 
26 units 
175 units 
10 units 
140 units 
3584 units 
The average cost of t lv  ten orbiters was establisl~ed at S550M each. 
The averape cost per flight of S 11.61 4M includes Program Dircct (75% 1. Direct Manpower ( 1 2% 
and Indirect Manpower (13%) categories. The Propat11 Direct element breakdown is as follows: 
Program Support 
Production and Spares 
Expendable dardwiire 
Tooling 
Ground OperationslSystenls 
The Direct and Indirect Manpower costs reflect both extra~olation and nlodification of the Shuttle 
User charge data for the Personnel Vzhiclc. Concept. 
Table 5.3-61 Pemonnel Camer Average Cost /High t 2 56 Flightstyear For 14 Years) 
COST BY WBS LEVEL - 8M (1977 $1 
WBS ELEMENT 
TOTAL PROGRAM OPERATING COST 
0 
1 2.61 9 
PROGRAM DIRECT 9.388 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 0.908 
PRODUCTION 81 SPARES 3;426 
ORBITER PRODUCTION 
ORBITER SPARES 
SSME'S 
BOOSTER A l  RFRAME 
BOOSTER ENGINES 
CREW RELATED GFE 
EXPENDABLE HARDWARE- E.T. 1.858 
TOOLING 0.437 
GROUND OfS/SYS 2 759 
GROUND OPS 
GSE SPARES 
PROPELLANT 
OTHER 
D l  RECT MANPOWER : 1.568 
CIVIL SERVICE 0.881 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR a707 
INDIRECT MANPOWER 1.663 
CIVIL SERVICE 0.756 
SUPPORT CONTRACTOR 0.908 
- ." 
0 
1.536 
4342 
0.325 
4779 
0.280 
0.165 
1.473 
0.326 
0.886 
0.074 
'Ihe LEO transportation task ad* the fdlowing two major issues: 
a 2 Stage ballistic vs. winged fnighter 
+ Impacts of CEO vs. LEO assembly 
Cost. performance. and risk arr the principal evaluators for cmmparison purposes. 
Bailistic vs. W i  Freighter-A aomparison of the DDT&E estimates between the two on- 
cxpts is shown in F i  5.4-1. The ballir'ic recmvcrabk vehicle offers an advantag of SI .SIB lower 
DDT&E ~mst which translates into thc winged frcrrghter be@ 10% more expensive. The initial p 
duction unit rest comparison between the two concepts is shown in F i u r e  5-61.  The ballistic 
m-owrable vehicle offen about a SIOOM advantw on the initial unit cost or approximately IO!? 
lower than the wiq@ vehkk. Since operations cost is such an wenwhelming portion of the life 
cyck cost the DDTdE advantage for the ballistic vehicle is relatively minur. The cost per flight com- 
parison for CEO Assembly. shown on Figure 5.4-3. results in a 4'; advantage for the ballistic ~1:ov- 
erable vehicle. The tranqortation cost (S/kg) which also i n d u d a  the effects of the vehicle payload 
ditfirences are S15.451kg for the ballistic and SX.8Ykg for the winyd vehicle. The winged con- 
cept is about 7% more expensive in ddivcry cost than the ballistic venion. Both concupts appear 
economically viabk and the quantitative differenr. are not large. multing in either cmcept k i n g  
potential candidate for SPS Freighter. 
A number of concerns exist with both cmncepts that require further investigation and a few are 
noted below. 
Ballistic 
Sea Recovery 
Salt Water Compatibility 
Launch Siting 
PdyIoad Density Achievable 
Higher DDT&E 
Launch & Booster Remvery Siting 
Launch Siting is a common concern due to the hgh daily launch requirements of between 8 and 12 
flights per day. Remote sites may merit consrderation for a program as large as SPS. 
SPY 833 
1 2 STAGE BALLISTIC 1 
C DOT&€ =$7.6 B 
OTHER 
TOOLING 
dOOSTER UPPER 
STAQE 
SYSTEMS 
' TEST 
FLIQHt VEHICLE 
' DESIGN & DEVELOPMEIUT 
BOOSTER UPPER 
STAGE 
F@re 5.4-1 DDTBtE Cost Comparison 2 Stag8 Banbtif va Winged 
800 TFU -8974M 
800 
TPU - $381 M 
BOOSTER lwm 
STAGE 
PROO. M O M  Qe 
OTHER 
PLT. VEHICLE 
' AVIONICS 

LM) va  CEO Assembly-The annual flight rate of 3125 for CEO assembly and 1875 for LEO 
a s a b l y  t o  instdl 4 satellites per year is a major driver in this issue. Using the ballistic rccovemble 
vehicle as reference, the costlflight and transportation c e t  to  orbit are higher for LEO assembly as 
shorn in Figwe 5-43. However, even with higher per flight costs the lower flight rate results in a 
$2.06 per satellite saving for LEO Transportation. 
The launch facility requirements also differ dependent on whether the satellite is assembled in low 
Earth or geosynchronous orbit. The facility requirements and the estimated facility costs for both 
assembly options are shown in Figure 5.44. The required number of positions and/or units, includ- 
ing spares, are identified in the tabular portion of Figure 5.44. A facility cost differential of S5.2B 
favoring LEO assembly WJJ identified. Amortizing the 55.2B over 56 satellites ( 14 yean @ 4 satel- 
liteslyear) results in a SO.iB saving per satellite for LEO Assembly. The net advantage for LEO 
assembly is about $2. I Btsatellite from LEO transportation system considerations. 
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6.0 ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
Orbit transfer vehicles (OTV's) provide the capability t o  move crews, supplies and SPS components 
o r  rncdules between LEO and CEO. OTV descriptions associated with each of these functions as 
they apply to the satellite construction location options aje discussed. 
6.1 CEO CONSTRUCT ION OTV'S 
6.1.1 Satellite OTV 
The function of the satellite OTV is to  deliver SF'S components from LEO t o  CEO. Analysis per- 
formed in the Future Space Transportation System Analysis (FSTSA) Study (NAS9-14323) corn- 
pared chemical, nuclear LH2, nuclear electric and independent solar electric OTV options. A 
chemical OTV using L02/LH2 propellant was found to  be the most desirable based on cost and 
operational considerations. 
The general concept for the CEO construction option when using a chemical orbit transfer vehicie is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1-1. The initial operations include the use of a space freighter to  bring pay- 
loads from Earth to  a low Earth orbit (LEO) staging depot. The space freighter also brings propel- 
lant for orbit transfer vehicles based at the LEO staging depot. Payloads are transferred to the orbit 
ttansfer vehicle which in turn delivers the payloads to CEO where the components are then con- 
s t ~ c t e d  into a power satellite. Following delivery of the components to CEO, the orbit transfer 
vehicle returns to  the LEO staging depot for subsequent reuse. 
6.1 . I .  1 System Options 
The FSTSA study also investigated various staging options for a L02,'LH2 O W  and found the 
common two stage vehicle to have the most desirable cost and operational features. Three variations 
of the common stage vehicle were investigated in Part 1 of the SPS study and are illustrated in Fig- 
ure 6.1-2. The basic difference between these options is in the method of propellant handling and 
whether the OTV is space based or ground based. All options make use of the LEO staging depot. 
The first option is the space-based version. A twvbtaged vehicle is used with both stages identical in 
propellant capacity. Propellant for this system is brought to LLO by a launch vehicle and a tanker 
with propellant transfcr occurring between the tanker dnd each of the OTV stages. A centrifugal 
phase separation method is used to transfer propellant. This method consists of having propellant 
outlets on the tanker wall and circ~lating some of the pumped propellant back into the tanker in a 
manner tlid. "skir!sW the propellant so it always remains against the wall and consequ~ntly can 
reach the outlet. A 5% propellant loss has been associated with the transfer. The sxond option, 
identified as a mission tanker, again makes use of the ground based tanker. However, in this case, 
the tanker continues throughout the whole mission. Its propulsion systems and avionics are pro- 
vided in a separate space-based module. Consequently, assembly of the tanker with the propulsion 
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Figure 6.1-2 L02/LH7 OTV Options 
Y 
module is required for each stage; however, no propellant transfer is required. The third optlon, 
identified as I! tanker OTV, is actually a ground-based orbit transfer vehicle. Again, a tanker is used, 
but in this case the engines and avionics are integrated directly into the tanker system and n o  pro- 
pellant transfer or  assembly of the stage is required. Preliminary analysis indicated the mission 
tankrr has considerably more operational complexity than the tanker OTV. Consequently, the mis- 
sion tanker was not included in performance and cost comparisons. 
Comparisons of the space based and tanker OTV options for performance, the number of Earth 
launches reqtrired. and resulting satellite transportation costs are showrr in Figure 6.1-3. The tanker 
OTV option rcq uired approxin~ately 1 00.000 kilograms additional vehicle startburn mass, primarily 
as a rrsult of the additional propellant associated with the additional structure and thermal control 
systems for that vehicle. This additional mass. in turn, translates into additional Earth launches 
required as indicated by the middle bar graph. When expressed as transportation costs for one wtel- 
lite including both the launch vehicle and the orbit trdmfer operations, the tanker OTV results in 
about a 10'; penalty over the space-based OTV. Cocsequently. the space based OTV was selected as 
the refereccr LOZILHZ system. 
6.1 .I .2 System Description 
The space-based common stage OTV is ,t two-stage system with both stages having identical propel- 
lant capacity as shown in Figure 6 .14 .  The first stage provides approximately 213 of the delta V 
requirement for boost out of low Earth orbit at which point it is jettisoned for rctirrn to  the low 
Earth orbit staging depot. 
Th- sccond stagc cornpletcs the boost from low Earth orbrt as well as the remainder of the other 
dcl ta V requirctiients to place tllc payload at GEO and also provides the required delta V t o  return 
tlic stage to  th~s LEO stuginp depot. Subsystems for each stage are identical in design approach. '.3e 
primary dift;.ri.rice is the usc of four engines in the first stsgr due to  thrust-to-weight requirements. 
Also. the xcond stage requires additional auxiliary propulsion due t o  its maneuvering requirements 
including ducking of the payioad to the construction base at CEO. The vehicle has been sized t o  
del~vcr a payload of 400,000 kilogran~s. As a result. the stage startbum rnass without payload is 
approuimatcl~ 800.000 kilograms with the vehicle having an overall length of 56 meters. 
6.1.1.2.2 Subsystems 
Strttcture atid >lecha~iis~ns 
Main propellant cxmtaincrs are wcldcd ,~iuminun~ with integral stiffening as required to  carry flight 
load\. Intcrtank. forward and aft \k~r t s .  and thrust structirrcs cniploy graphitciepoxy composites. 
A n  A l ~ o l l ~ , ' S o ~ ~ t r /  type docking systctn is provided at tlie front end of each stage for docking with 
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Thennal/Environrnent Control 
Main propellant tanks are insulated by aluminized mylar multilayer insulations contained within a 
pcrge bag. The insulation system is helium purged on the ground and during Earth launch The 
avionics systems employ semi-active louvered radiators and cold plates. Active fluid loops and d i a -  
tors are required for the fuel cell systems. Superalloy metal base heat shields are employed to pro- 
tect the base areas from recirculating engine plume gas. 
Performance characteristics associated with the common stage L02/LH2 OTV is shown in Figure 
6.1-5. Propellant requirements are shown as a funct;on of the payload return capability with the 
payload delivery requirement fixed at 400,000 kg since that was the reference launch vehicle capa- 
bility and a minin~um amount of payload handling was considered desirable. Performance ground- 
rules in addition to those shown are as follows: 
THI mode Stg 1 - 100 kg per start 
Stg 2 - 50 kg per start 
Stop 10s Stg 1 - 20 kg 
Stg2 - lOkg 
Boiloff rate 6 kg/hr each stage 
Burnout mass scaling equations: 
Stg 1 3430 kg + 0.05567 WPl + 0.1725 WP2 
Stg 2 3800 kg + 0.053 17 WPl + 0.1725 WP2 
Whcre WP 1 and WP2 are main and auxiliary propellant capacities respectively. 
The part 1 analyses assumed no payload would be  turned by the vehicle resulting in a propellant 
loading of 415,000 kg per stage. Part 2 investigations will consider the situation of 10% of the total 
mass delivered to  orbit will be containers for components, etc., and will eventually require some 
form of disposal. Should this mass (10%) be returned on a per flight basis, it results in a propellant 
loading of an additional 100,000 kg per stage. This approach as well as dedicated disposal flights 
will be investigated in Part 2 of the SPS study. 
6.1 . I  .2.4 Mass 
Summary level mass estimates are presented in Table 6.1-1 for the selected satellite OTV. A weight 
growth factor of 10% was used rather th,a 15% as in FSTS based on the judgment that the SPS 
L02/LH2 OTV would be a second generation vehicle. Mass estimates for the systems reflect the 
design approach previolisly described. 
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6.1.1.2.5 Mission Roftie and F&$I~ Opera* 
Typ~cal orbit transfer operations from LEO to  CEO for the common stage O N  are illustrated in 
Fiurc 6.14. The majority of the delta V for boosting from LEO is prwided by Stage 1. Stage 1 
tk:: =Farates and returns to the staging depot f~llowing an elliptical return phasing orbit. Stage 2 
completes the boost and puts the payload into a CEO transfer and phasing orbit, as well as injecring 
the payload into CEO and performing the terminal rendezvous manewer with the CEO construc- 
tion base. Following removal of the payload. stage 2 uses two primary burns in returning to the 
LEO staginr. depot. A detail mission profile indic21ing events, time and delta V is presented in Table 
6.1-2. A time Cistcry of the vehicle m a s  throughout the flight is presented in Table 6.1-3. 
A total elapsed timeline for each stage is presented in Figure 6.1-7. Allowing approximately eight 
hours for refueling and refurb raults in 40 hours elapsed time before a given Stage 1 can be reused. 
A typical Stage 2, however, has an dapsea time of 85 hours before reuse including time for assem- 
bly bo tween stapes and between O W  2nd payload. 
With the indicated turnaround tim s for ea& stage of an OTV it is possible to establish the total 
stage flcet size as shown in Figure 6.1-8. The first two bars are associated with the fint O W  flight. 
At the end of zpproximately 12 Iiours the second or upper stage (UI) separates from the first 
(lower) stage (LI). The fint stage completes its operations and is available in time for ti:e third O W  
/- STAGE 2 6URN 
Figure 6.16: Chemical O W  Orbit Tranrfcr Operation8 
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flight. The first upper stage finishes its mission and is available for another flight at the end of 
approximately 85 hours which allows it to be used on the flight scheduled for the fifth day. With 
operations conducted in this manner and the requirements for one OTV flight per day for five con- 
secutive days per week (corresponds to launch vehicle operations) a total of two lower and four 
upper stages are required in the fleet in order to conduct day to day operations. 
Another observation from Figure 6.1-8 is that at certain points in time. i.e., 95 hours, a maximum 
of six OTV stages are in flight at one time for each satellite being constructed. 
6.1 2 Crew Rotation/Resupply OTV 
The requirements and implementation methods for crew rotationlresupply are shown in Figure 
6.1-9. The prim ry requirementi are the support of 100 men at LEO staging depot and 700 men at 
the GEO construction facility with crew stay times of 90 days. Supply requirements are 200 kg per 
man month including those for the base. Delivery of the crew to the LEO staging depot uses the 
shuttle growth launch vehicle with the delivery of 50 men per flight. Two launch flights are required 
to  support a crew O W  flight. 
Delivery of the crew between LEO and GEO makes use of one stage of the twostage orbit transfer 
vehicle that was used for SPS delivery. A total of 28 flights per year are required to change crews. 
Propellant for the orbit transfer vehicle is delivered by the SPS HLLV. Supplies will also be deliv- 
ered to the LEO staging depot using the SPS HLLV. The majority of these supplies will in turn be 
delivered to the CEO construction facility using the two-stage SPS OTV: six flights per year are 
required for the delivery to GEO. Again, propellant for the orbit transfer vehicle will be deliveied to 
the LEO staging depot using the SPS HLLV. 
System descriptions, performance and mass characteristics are the same as described for the satellite 
om. 
6.1.3 Cost Analysis 
Since the same type of OTV is used for the delivery of SPS components and crew rotationlresupply, 
cost characteristics can be defined for one size of vehicle and for the t ~ t a l  quantity c J  ~lsges 
required. 
6.1.3.1 DDTE and TFU Cost 
DDTE cost for the common stage LO?/LH? OTV with a start bum mass of 900,000 kg is estimated 
at $950 million (1977 dollars) based on cost curves developed in the FSTSA study. The Pverage 
TFU cost for the two stages is estimated at $82 million (1977 dollars)  gain using FSTSA curves. 
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Figure 6.1-9 Crew RotatlonlResupply 
CEO Conatnrction/Photovoltaic Satellite 
6.1.3.2 Cost Per Flight 
The ground rules used to establish the cost per flight of the chemical orbit transfer vehicle are as 
follows: 
a Space Based LOz/LH2 Common Stage 
a Startburn Stage Mass of 445 K kg 
a Stage TFU Equal S82M (1977 Dollars) 
a 280 OTV Flights Per Satellite 
a 4 Satellites Constructed Per Year 
a 14 Year Program Life 
a 50 Flight Design ~ i f e  
a Stage Learning Factor of 0.88 
a LO?/LHZ Bulk Cost cf 50.10 per kg 
a Spares Equal 50% of Operational Units 
The majority of these ground rules are self-explanatory. However, several merit further explanation. 
The 280 flights for the orbit trdnsfer vehicle is the number required for one satellite. A 14-year pro- 
gram has been assumed for the orbit transfer vehicle, since beyond that point in time it is generally 
assumed that a different generation of orbit transfer vehicle would be developed. A 50-flight design 
life has been assumed for the spacc based orbit transfer vehicle. This value is based on the MSFC 
Tug Study which assumed 50 uses for a ground based system. Assuming that the SPS O W  is a 
second generation vehicle, it was assumed 50 uses could be projected for a space based system. 
Based on the above ground rules a total of 624 stages (upper and lower) are required resulting in an 
average stage cost of approximately S3 1 million. Cost per flight for a complete two stage OTV was 
estimated as 52.26 million with the following breakdown. 
a Operational Units % 1.24M 
a Propellant 50.40M 
a Spares S0.62M 
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6.2 LEO CONSI'RU(X1ON OW'S 
6.2.1 Satellite O W  
Construction of the satellite or satellite modules in LEO enables the generation of large quantities 
of electric power and consequently the use of high periomance electric propulsion for orbit trans- 
fer. The major operations associated with the use of an electric propulsion system in the transfer of 
satellite modules from LEO to  CEO are indicated in Figure 6.2-1. Orbit transfer in this option will 
be done at acceleration levels of to  1 c 5  g's and result in trip times as long as six months to  one 
year depending on the optimization criteria used in the analysis. After the modules arrive at CEO, 
they then must be assembled into the final satellite configuration. 
e TAN = 104 TO I 0-5 
< I  YEAR 
1. SPACE FREIGHTERS BRING PAYLOADS 
TO SPS MODULE CONSTRUCTION BASE 
IN LOW ORBIT. (270 NM) 
Figure 6.2-1 Ek .tric Propulsion Orbit Transfer Operatiom 
LEO Construction 
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6.&. 1 . I  System Options 
The FSTSA study investigated several types of electric propulsion devices including resistojets, a r c  
jets, ion jets and MPD jets. The results of that analysis indicated the ion and MPD devices offered 
the most promise for power satellite application because of :heir higher performance characteristics. 
Further investigations in the early phases of the SPS Part 1 effort indicated the design, performance 
and operating characteristics of the ion jet to be better understood at this time and, consequently, 
this concept was selected as the reference electric propulsion thruster. 
6.2.1.2 System Description 
The system characteristics associated with an electric propulsion system varies to some degree with 
the type of satellite being transferred (i.e., photovoltaic non-annealing vs annealable, thermal 
engine). These variations occur in terms of the sensitivity of the power generation system to radia- 
tion degradation, the power generation characteristics and ilight control characteristics. Conse- 
quently, separate orbit transfer discussions are provided for several types of satellites. 
6.2.1.2.1 Referenc Photovoltaic Satellite Transfer 
The reference photovoltaic satellite uses non-annealable silicon solar cells with a concentration ratio 
of 2 and is designed for 10 GWe ground output at beginning of life t BOL). 
6.2.1.2.1 .I Configuration 
The configuration arrangement of the system elements used in the transfer of each satellite module 
is shown in Figure 6.2-2. The characteristics indicated reflect a transfer time of 180 days which 
relates to  thrust levels required for control purposes and an Isp of 5000 seconds which resulted in 
the least cost system. The satellite module itself requires oversizing due to the radiation degradation 
of tht solar blankets during the transfer through the Van Allen belts. Approximately 22% of the 
solar blankets and reflectors are deployed to provide 240,000 k\V to the electric thrusters and to 
compensate for the various losses that occur. The remainder of the blankets and reflectors arc 
deployed once the sa~ellite reaches GEO. 
Thruster panels are located at four comers of the module to provide the most effective th~ust  vector 
and satisfy control ~quirements.  (Further discussion concerning thrust vector control is found 
under the flight control paragraph.) Each of the four thruster panels contain 780 thrusters and 10 
power processi~g units (PPU). A two axis gimbal system correctly positions the panel. Installation 
of the thrusts  panel approximately 500 meters from the satellite in conjunction with gimbal limits 
prevent\ high vclocity ions from impinging on the satellite and causing erosion. (Further discussion 
on tlie ion impingement erosion condition is prrsent at the conclusion of this section.) Propellant 
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tanks for thrusters have been located along the center line of the vehicle to pn J.,: a more dssirable 
inertia characteristic (the dominating factor in the amount of gravity gra. . i  ;orque). Radiators 
dissipate the waste heat from the power processing units. The mass associated with the electric pro- 
pulsion system consists of approximately one million kilograms for the oversizing sot . .)wer dis- 
tribution, while the orbit transfer system has a dry mass of approximately 0.7 million A. 
-ams and 
approximately 1.9 million kiiogra~ns of argon propellant for the electric thrusters and L02/LH2 
propellant for attitade control during the occultation periods. 
Sputtering Erosion 
As previously mentioned, the potential material erosion prcblem caused by high velocity ions from 
the thrusters is a significant configuration consideration. The physical process for the erosion is 
kqown as sputtering. The expellant plasma beam, which is well collimated for propulsion efficiency, 
has a discernible fringe of primary velocity ions w5ich extends over the entire hemisi bere around 
the beam axis. Consequently, during orbit transfer operations, the electric propulsion thrust vector 
must be controlled or the satellite protected to prevent an erosion problem. An estimate of surface 
removal of silicon and graphite has been prepared via modeling of sputtering yields and the ion flux 
density profile of the propulsion plume. 
Typical erosion chvacteristics are shown in Figure 6.2-3 for . case involvini a thruster array consist- 
ing of 1000 thrusters and presenting an effective expor.re time of 20% of the 180 day mission trip 
time. For example, with a beam angie of 20 degrees and a range between thruster and ~ b j e c t  of 
200 m, an erosion dzpth of 1 mh may o,,ur in a graphite or silicon component. Whereas this 
amount of erosion may be acceptable (no criterion exists) for primary structure, thin film coatings 
on solar cells and reflectors would be destroyed. 
The total system impacr of sputtering remains to  be e - i l~a ted .  Tf?e prckction of thin filill surfaces 
will require particular attention, but primary structure does not appehr to  present .. : roblem. Elim- 
ination of the erosion condition is possible through use of gimbal limits (pointing restrictions) on 
thrllster panel and/or ?lacement of the thrusters at an acceptable distance f r c a  the satellite. 
6.2.1.2.1.2 Subsystems 
Electric Propulsr~n 
Seven major sbstem elements are used in the electric propulsion system as shown in Figure 6.2-4. 
These are the generation of power by the satellite, the distribution of the power to  the electric 
thruster system, conditioning the power by power processing equipment, thrusters and propellant 
storage. Power processing is estimated at 95% to 96% efficiency, therefore necessitating a thermal 
control system. Finally, in order to get the required poigting of the thrusters, a gimbal system is 
required. Each of these systems has been characterized in terms of mass and cost c:raracteristics and 
incorporated into a cost optimi~ation model. Further discussion on each of .se elements fcllows. 


ThrPsbers 
The referens 120 cm ion thmstcr is illustrated in F i i  6.2-5 with dcsign and selected operating 
characteristics (nsulting from transportation optimization) shown in Table 6-2-1. Parametric per 
formance predictions for this thmster ate shorn in Figure 6.2-6. The parametric data an based on 
extrapolations from current 30 cm metcury ion thmster tachndogy, including the recent 4A 
(beam current) demonstration tests which showed that the double current density was feasible, 
but that thruster life would be reduced roughly 50%. Th~s hould be compatible with SPS transfer 
requirements and is the basis of the selection of a beam current of 80 amperes. 
The system implications of each of these pe;fomance parameters is as follows: Beam voltage will 
2 have an impact on the I R losses and the amount of plasma losses involved in the power distribu- 
tion system; efficiency hfluences the amount of power required for the opention; thrust level 
will establish the number of engines required; and fmally, the input power will determine the 
amount of sdar array which must oe deployed for the transfer operation. These characteristics 
along with trip time options were incorporated into the optimization perfomance/cost model. 
Table 6.2-1 Selected 1-2 M Argon Ion Thruster Chamcte&th 
Fixed Characteristics 
Beam Current: 
Ace!. Vol t a g  : 
Discharge Voltage: 
Coupling Voltage: 
Dbl. Ion Kata: 
Neutral EtCflux: 
Divt tgancr: 
Uscharge Less: 
Other Loss: 
Utilization: 
Life : 
*Weight: 
Selected Characteristics 
Screen (Beam ) Voltagc : 
Input Powcr: 
nrust : 
Efficiency: 
80.0 
50u.G 
30.0 
1 t.0 
0.16 
4.8384 
0.98 
187.3 
1758.0 
0.892 
8fJW 
SO. 
Amps- 
v. 
v. (noatulg) 
v. 
(5216 1) 
Amp. Equiv. 
hr. 
Kg- 
*Wright prediction courtesy OUT. Mawk of HRL. 
nuuster Performance Analysis-Revious estimates of ion thruster performance were based on data 
prepared by Bcyers of LeRC [ 1 I where it was ilssumed that tke performance of the 30-m memrr]r 
ion thruster could be approximated by larger argon thmsiers, a ~ / ,  the data were evidently based on 
an assumed ionization loss of 200 evlion w:th utilization etxciency in the mge of 0.8 to 0.9. 
Recent publications [ 2,3,4] however, report losses of 3 0  to 400 evlion and low utilizatim effi- 
ciency (0.6) for 3 3Ckm argon thruster. This is a fundamental trend which occurs becausc of the 
lower rr,olecular weight or argon (39.948) relative to mercury (200.59) and its higher first ioniza- 
tion chamber temperature. This eXects a proportional increase in the escape rate of neutrals, hence 
the trend to low utilization efficiency. Also, sinc: 90 io 95% of newly formed ions are lost to cdli- 
sions with the walls of the ionization chamber (leading to discharge losses which are many times the 
ionization energy of argon), the higher ionization energy of argon will tend to increase the net dik 
charge loss. 
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efficiency. Also. since 90 to 95% of newly formed ions are lost to  coilisions with the walls of the 
ionization chamber (leading to discharge loses which are many times the ionization energy of 
agcn), the higher ionization energy of argon will tend to  increase the net discharge loss. 
Fortunately, these trends to lower performance can be countered by adopting the small hole axel- 
erator grid (SHAG) optics concepts 151. Test data show that SHAG optics reduce neutral efflux by 
50% and also reduce double ion production (also 50%) by admitting a lower discharge voltage and 
reduced atomic density in the ionization chamber. 
An additions! counter to  low perfolmance trends associated with argon occun because of geometry 
improvements. Since the probability of useful ion escape from the ionization chamber is propor- 
tional to the screen area divided by the chamber area, a larg~r  thruster will result in reduced dis- 
charge losses if the chamher depth is increased less than the diameter. Kaufman [ 6 ]  shows that the 
optimum chamber depth is, in fact. nearly independent of & h e t e r .  
The effects of 3 flatter geometry, SHAG optics, lower discha-ge voltage, h~gher ionization potential 
and higher thennal velocity have k e n  mathematically combined to  predict argon performance in a 
1 2 k m  tl~rusier. This analysis pre,;' ' Q  that the design improvements effectively balance the unde- 
sirable propellant characteristics. 
Althoug!! the cornbination of higher double ionization potential (27.8 w for argon rs 18.7 ev for 
mercury) and reduced discharge voltage (via SHAG optics) should reduce the double io? production 
rate, production data from 3 @ ~ m  Hg testing was conservatively unchanged for this analysis. Lower 
double ion production rdtes imply ttrat internal e -  xion due t o  sputtering will be lower and that 
thruster lifetime will i n c r e e  correspondingly. .41so. the SHAG optics prevent the increase in neu- 
tral efflux density witich would other,, r s r :  be expected with argon. This means that the argon 
thruster optics sl;.::*tA ~ual  30cm Hg t-chndogy and. .ilerefore, have liietimes of 15,000 houn. 
These considerations lead to a lifetime prognosis of 8000 hr for the 1 2 k m  thruster as being an 
easily achievable technology aevelopment requirement. 
'lest data on argon thrusters [ 7 ]  show that the power processor can be simpler because the heater 
supplies requi.-.i to prevent mercxy condensation can be eliminated. Revised power supply 
requiremens are given In Table 6.2-7. Thruster control can be by regulation of the discharge cur 
rent. Pr~pellant 1;ow rite control can be via choked orifices in conjunction n.31 an isolatim valve 
for use in case of thruster failure. 
It is concluded that large argon ion thrusters with SHAG optics can have performance chardr-ter- 
istics ahout the same as the 301.m mercury thruster. Furthermore. a life-time suitablt ior SPS mis- 
sions should he achiekzhli. via chisting technoloa. 
Tz-I+ 6.,-2: Power Pmxdng Requirements ( 1 ) 
Scrten Grid (2) 
Discham (4) 
Accel. Grid (2) 
Cathode Keper  (4.6) 
Neutralizer Keeper (4,6) 
Coupling Bias 
Neutralizer Heater (5) 
Voltage (Volt) Current (Amp) Power (Watts) 
Variable (3) -- -- 
30. 499.5 14985. 
500. 0.1 50. 
5. 20.0 100. 
14. 52.0 728. 
11. 80. 880. 
-- -- 2000. 
NOTES 
( 1) Requirements are for each 80.0 Amp Thruster. 
(2) Must have current interruption capability for arc suppression. 
(3) See Figure 6.2-6. 
(4) Floating at screen supply voltage. 
(5) Required for start-up only. 
(6) 3000 v. start spike requireci. 
Power h w e s i n g  Coanpt  
SEPS type powcr processing would be much too complex and expensive for a propulsion which 
consists of thousands of high Jower ion thrusters, consequently a simplified concept has been pos- 
tulated for SPS self power application. 
The power processing apprmch assures standard thruster subarrays containing 80 thrusters. 
Regardless of the number of sub-panels recjuired the p ~ w e r  processing approach will be generally 
the same. A subpanel ot 80  thrusters was considered as the reference case, since use of 120 cm 
thrusters results in a ready-to-install pal! with a size of 12 rn x I2 m which is the largest that can 
fit within the payload shroud of the two stage launch vehicle (in a flat stacking arrangement- 12m x 
?3m if stacked on edge). A sc5eriatic of the propulsion niodule power processing concept is given 
in Figure 6.2-7 for a thruster panel havi1.g ZOO0 thristers. Panels with rev-~er thrusters would have 
fewer PPU's (80 tlirusters per PPU). 
ORlGINAL EAGE & 
OF POOR QUALITY 

The basic power pmessing concept is to  provide each propulsion submy with its own power 
processing center. It utilizes a motor generator system to provide the DC/DC conversion and is 
schematically illustrated in Figure 6.2-8. This approach assumes that multiple thrusters can be 
operated from common power supplies and that arcing can be controlled by quick acting switches. 
A mass estimate for power processing is shuwn in Table 6.2-3. The power requirements for each of 
the 80 thrusten and for the subarray are given in Table 6.24 for an Isp of 7 5 0  sec. 
Table 6.2-3 : Power Proass& Mass Characteristics 
Component Qty Required 'l otal Mass (kg) 
DCIDC Converter 2 
Switchgear 10 
Interrupter - 80 A 80 
interrupter - I A 80 
Wiring - 
Total 
Power Rating: 13,OOOkW ji> 
Specific Weight: 0.945 Kg/kW 
Motor Efficiency : 98% 
Generator Efficiency: 988 
Values vary with specific impulse and reflect 7500 ses. 
Since t k z  current ion thruster technology requires electrical independence among clusters of thrust- 
ers to prevent destabilizing e1ec::odynarnic interactions among thrusten (principally during @d arc- 
ing), quick dcting interrupter switches (8) hiive been placed in the screen and accel. grid circuits of 
each of the tt.n8sters in a subarray. Discharge current controllers for each thruster may also be 
required. These can be "small" motor generator, dedicated to each thruster. An isoidtion switch will 
be required to effect~velv remove a failed thr~ster from the system. 
Thermal Control 
Thermal control of the -' tric propulsion system is mainly concerned with the heati g wr..,h 
results frorii the inefficiency in power process;ng. The requirements associ,ted with thermal control 
incluee .: maximum PPU temperatu,, of 20O0C and a total 'tf 3330 kW of heat to dissipate per 
thruster panel. 
The selected system consist of an active radiator usihg thermal 60 ,,ui> Other radiator character- 
istics are shown in Ta' le 6.2-5. 
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Figure 6.2-8: Propulsion Subarray Power Rocclrsing 
Table 6.2-4: Power Recessing Requirements - Sample 
Per Thruster Per Subarray ( 1 ) 
Power Supply Volta8e 
Current A Power kW Current A Power kW 
Screen Grid ( 2 )  1 1 SO0 (3) 
Discharge (4) 30 
Accel Grid (2) 500 
Cathode Keeper (4) 5 
Cathode Heater (4.5) - 
Neutralizer Keeper 14 
Neutralizer Heater (5) - 
Ground Bias 11 
Control Power - 
Total - Operating 
Start-Up 
(1) 80 Thrusters per subarray 
( 2 )  These supplies must have current interruption capability for each thruster for arc 
suppression. 
(3) Beam voltage for Isp = 7500 
(4) Thex supplies float on screen supply 
( 5 )  Heaters required for start-up only-cathode heater may not be required 
1 All values vary with Isp 
Electric Power 
Primary electric power for the p,dpulsion system is obtained from the satellite. The principal issues 
involved when ~tilizing the satellite power generation system include 1) the value of using reflectors 
during transfer. 2 )  thL thickness of the cover glass and 3) :he voltage generated. Several alternaGves 
were considered in each issue. The selected system included use of the reflectors, 2 mil cover glass 
and a generated voltage of 3600 v. A discussion of each of these issues follows: 
Value of Reflectors 
The principal value of utilizing the reflectors drlring the orbit transfer is that of minimizing the 
amount of solar array which must be deployed regaidlcss of the generated voliage as shown in 
Figurc 6.1-9. Tliis chlracteristic is due to the following reasons: 1 )  the solar cell output is less with- 
out refltctors. 2 )  s larger area is required to collect the required pow;r causing higher plasma cur- 
ren' losses and 3) the larger array increases the poucr :itsttihution losses. 
Table 6.2-5: PPU Radiator Characteristics per Thruster Panel 
Fluid - Therminol60 
Projected Radiator Area = I 1 14 M 2 
Mass(Wet)=4141 kg 
Mass (Dry) = 2906 kg 
Radiator Width = 88.3 M 
Radiator Length (Tube Length) = 12.6 M 
Pump Power = 103 kW 
m = 329.000 kglhr 
Tube ID = 6.34 mm 
Number of  Tubes = 880 
Fin Mat'l = Aluminum 
Tube Mat'l = Stainless Steel 
@ Fluid Serrice Temp Range 
-50°F to  600°F 
illlet and Outlet Header Dia = 24 cm 
Cover Class Thickness 
The principal reason for considering a cover glass thickness for orbit transfer greater than that for 
operational purposes is that of reducing the radiation degradation when passing through the Van 
Allen belts. A comparison of the power loss of a cell using the standard 2 mil cover glass and a 6 mil 
cover glass is presented in Figure 6.2-1 0. For a typical transfer time of 180 days, the 2 mil case has 
20% more loss therefore resulting in more oversizing. The disadvantage of the thicker cover glass, 
however, is that of its own mass. Characteristics of these two approaches were put into the ISAIA 
cost optimization model with the results expressed as transportation cost t o  CEO as shown in Fig- 
ure 6.2-1 1.  As indicated. very little difference exists between the two approaches without the con- 
sideration of attitude con.rol limit. For the 6 mil case, less radiation degradation occurs and longer 
trip times are permissible resulting in low thrust levels for transfer. Thrust levels for attitude contrcl 
whlle near LEO (gravity gradient) require making the trip in approximately 160 days versus the 200 
days for the 2 mil case ?nd consequentlv results in approximately a SSnlkW penalty. 
Generated Voltage 
The principal voltage requirement during the orbit transfer is that associated with the thrusters. The 
cost optimim Isp of  5000 seconds requires a 600 volt input t o  the thrusters. The total power 
(including individilal demands) required as a function of the array voltage is shown in Figure 6.2-1 2. 
In addition to  these power requlremc~tq, a ~e r t a in  amount of ovrrsizing is necessary due t o  radia- 
tion degradation. Taking all of these tactors into consideration. 3600 volts has been found t o  be 
mass optin~um as indicated I cigi~re 6.?-13. Voltages lower than the selected value result in high 
I'R penalties while higher voltages have excessive plasma losses and additional array oversizing due 
to radiation degradation of the cells. Consequently. the powel generation and distribution system is 
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CONDITIONS: 
IsPmBOO08EC8800V 
4 THRUSTER PANELS 
900 THRUSTERSIPANEL 
MODULE SIZE 2W8M X 3800M 
CONDUCTOR TEMP. "2S°C 
REFLECTORS INSTALLED 
-re 6.2-1 2: Orbit 'IknsPer Power Requhmmb 
OPERATIONAL VOLTAGE: 40,000 
a CONDUCTOR TEMP: 2B°C 
POWER REQ'TS INCLUDED: 
T#RUSTERS (600 VOLTS) 
I R LOSS 
PLASMA LOSS 
OEORAOAflOM COS8 \ ' . 
INCLUDES POWER DISTRIBUTIDN, PROCEIIING 
AND SOLAR ARRAY OVERSIZING 
COLLECTED VOLTAGE 
Fbure 6.2-1 3 Orbit Transfer Voltage Selection 
Silicon Photovoltak Satellite 
designed to  operate at 3600 volts during transfer and reconfigured with switchgcar for 40,000 vdts  
capability once CEO is reached. A schematic of the power distribution and switchgear approach is 
shown in Figure 6.2-14. 
Propellant Storage and Delivery 
As indicated in the configuration discussion, the argon propellant tanks are iocatec on the satellite 
longitudinal center to  minimize the inertia and resulting gravity gradient torque. Two tanks each 
5 7.8 m in diameter are located at each end of the satellite. The propellant is stored at 1 .O1 x 10 Pa 
( 15 psia). Multiple layers of aluminized mylar provides the insulation. 
RopcUant flow rates of approximately 3.4 x lo-' kglsec for an individual thruster and 2.9 x 
liglsec for a thruster panel are achieved through boil off which can be controlled using electric 
heaters. 
Auxiliary Propulsion 
An auxiliary propulsion system is required for attitude control during the orbit transfer occultation 
periods and most likely during the terminal docking maneuvers at CEO. A LO,/LH? system is used 
& - 
providing an 1sp of 400 sec. The total thrust provided by the system for each satellite module is 
4400 N. Further discussion concerning this system is provided under the flight control paragraph. 
Avionics 
Avionics functions include onboard autonomous guidance and navigation. data management and 
S-band telemetry and command communications. Navigation employs Earth horizon, star and Sun 
sensors with an advanced high performance inertial measurement system. Cross-strapped LSI com- 
puters provide required computational capability including data management, control and canfigu- 
iation control. The command and telemetry system employs remote-addressable date bussing and 
its own multiplexing. An additional factor that may need consideration is the need for radiation 
shielding due to  the passage through the Van Allen belts. Although the shielding density may be 
quite high. the volume to be shielded is small and consequently the mass penalty should not be too 
severe. 
6.2.1 -2.1.3 Performance Optimization 
Performance optimi~ation for self powcr electric propulsion systems is focused on the parameters of 
specific impulse and trip time. These two parameters in addition to mass and cost characteristics 
associated with the propulsion elements are incorporated into the ISAIA optimization model. The 
criteria used in selecting the optimuni Isp and trip time is total transportation cost to CEO per 
delivered kW to the ground. The  suits of this optimization is presented in Figure 6.2-1 5 with the 
selected Isp being 5000 seconds and 3 trip time of 180 days. Transportation cost reduces with lower 
Isp. primarily as a result of less power being required, thereby resulting in less radiation degradation 
and oversizing of the satcllitc. Furtliertnore, transportation costs also is reduced with trip times out 
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Figure 6.2-1 4: Power Bay Configuration For Orbit Transfer 
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Figure 6.2-15 Ip and Trip Time O p t b M b n  
to as long as 350 days. A constraint is placed on the trip time, however, in the form of an attitude 
control limit. With transfer times beyond 200 days, the acceleration levels available are so small that 
gravity gradient torque cannot be controlled. Consequently, for a satellite to  be transferred with full 
attitude control capability, the transfer must be done in under 200 days. 
6.2.1.2.1.4 Mass 
Mass characteristics associated with the optimum self power orbit transfer system is presented in 
Table 6.2-6. The values are related to the transfer of each satellite module with 16 modules required 
t o  form the complete satellite. 
Table 6.2-6 Reference Photovoltaic Self Power Mass Summary 
(One Module) 
ITEM MASS ( 1 o6 k d  
Orbit Transfer System 
Power Processing Units 
Electric Thrusters 
Chemical Thrusters 
Tankage 
Radiator 
Structural Installation 
Usable Propellants 
Argon 
LO2ILH2 
Satellite Modifications 
Oversizing 
Power Distribution 
Structure (for Modul~rity) 
6.2.1.2.1.5 Mission Profile and Flight Operations 
Mission Profile 
Mission profile characteristics in terms of the relationships between orbit plane, altitude and elapsed 
time for a typical any time departure transfer are shown in Figure 6.2-16. A significant point that 
can be seen from this data is that a great deal of time is spent traveling through the Van Allen belts 
which have their main contributions below 10,000 km. 
Since the self power concept does involve low acceleration levels, the altitude increase per revolu- 
tion is quite small particularly at the lower altitudes where a stronger gravity field is pre=nt. Each 
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of these revolutions includes an occultation o r  shadow period when the satellite will be passing on 
the backside of the Earth and out of sunlight. The number of occultations that can be expected as a 
function of transfer timc is presented in Figure 6.2-17. The band indicated illustrates the range in 
number of occultations dependmg on whether the transfer is initiated at the best or worst time of 
the yea. relative to the orbit and sun position. Therefore, for typical transfer times of 180 days, as 
mar.y as 1000 occuiiations can be expected. 
Also shown in Figure 6.2-1 7 is the fraction of time a vehicle in orbit is occulted as a function of the 
time from depsrture; the decrease with time is the result of the orbit getting larger and the shadow 
zone staying constant. 
Flight Control 
The flight control task associated with the self power transfer of a satellite module from LEO t o  
CEO involves directing the thrust vector in a manner to change the plane of the orbit and raise the 
altitude while maintaining the attitude of the satellite so that electric power can be generated for 
the thrusters. The flight attitude selected for the reference case consists of directing the solar arrays 
toward the sun during the entire transfer. The principal disturbance to  the attitude is that of gravity 
gradient torque whose characteristics are illustrated in Figure 6.2-18. As indicated by these char- 
acteristics, the largest disturbance will occur when the satellite is nearest the Earth and with its prin- 
cipal axis of inertia at 45 degrees to nadir. 
The tnrust levels and approximate vectors necessary to  accomplish the transfer an! counter gravity 
gradient toque during the first revolution is shown in Figure 6.2-19. The totai thrust available 
relates to a 180 day trip time that allows 0.5 of the total thrust to be used for gravity gradient con- 
trol (this factor was used in the ascent simulation and performance analysis). Trip times longer than 
180 days require less thrust for the transfer and consequently result in insufficient thrust available 
for countering gravity torque when using the 0.5 thrust utilization factor. 
Thru5t profile in terms of the total thrust provided and thrust available for transfer acceleration as a 
function of satellite module position around the orbit is shown in Figure 6.2-20. The low values for 
acceleration thrust at such orbit positions as 45 and 31 5 degrees is due to  the majority of the thrust 
being required to  counter gravity gradient. 
The method utilized in establishing the thrust vector of tach thruster panel for the 0 and 67.5 
degree positions in the orbit is presented in Figure 6.2-2 1. Similar analysis has been used for estab- 
lishing the vector at other orbital positions. It should be noted, however, that this approach and the 
indicated vectors and thrust levels relate to a no plane change requirement. Consideration of the 
plane change requirement will require a 6 DOF simulation which is not currently planned for this 
study. 
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Aim indicated in Fiure 6.2-19 is the fact that control of the photovdtaic satdlite is mcesq  d u r  
ing the shadow periods. This requirement results from the gravity g d i e ; ~ t  uque acdemting the 
sateUiL to a 0.1 degree per second rotation and as it reenters the sunlight, solar mays will be 
pointed away from the sun. Estimated attitude positions of the satellite as it passes through a 
shadow zone without king under co?trol is shown in Figure 6.2-22. 
As indicated eadier, the magnitude of the gravity gradient toque is very sensitive to the altitude of 
the object. The maximum toque (principa! in :rtia axis at 450 to nadir) as a function of altitude is 
shown in Figure 6.2-23 and indicates very little 'oque i s  present at GEO. Accordingly, the mqjority 
of the thrust available can be utilized far acceleration as shown in Figure 6.2-24. 
Preliminary analyses have also been conducted on an alternate orbit transfer attitude that is called 
"zero torque" transfer. Operational features of this mode and the reference mode of "sun normal" 
transfer are shown in Figurr 6.2-25. The key features of this concept are that the satellite fl;es with 
its principal axis of inertia normal to nadir urd results in a minimum of gravity gradient torque. 
Consequently, all the thrust is applied to increaw the altitude although thrusting cannot be done 
during all of the sunlight portion of the orbit. A comparison of the thrust available and propellant 
expenditure is presented in Figure 62-26. Preliminary analysis of this concept indicate the "wm 
torq~l=" mode requires only one-seventh the propellant expendimre during the orbits when gravity 
gradient is a dominating factor. Further analysis on this mode will be done in Part 2. 
nit Sequence 
The flight sequence for the transfer of 16 satellite modules i s  shown in Figure 6.2-27. Allowing 20 
dayr for the construction and 180 days for transfer of each module results in a maximum of ten 
satellite modules being in transit at one time after the tenth module has departed. 
Although the Part I analysis did not consider recovery and reuse of electric propulsion components, 
Part 2 of the 5?!1dy will investigate this approach since it has the potential of reducing the transpor- 
tation cost. Should recovery and reuse be acceptable, then 12 to 13 satellite module propulsion sets 
will still be nquired (rather than 16) due to the long transfer time associated with delivery of the 
module. (Note: A chemical propulsion system would be used for the return of the electric propul- 
sion compocents.) 
62.1.2.1.6 Cost Analysis 
DL'TE and TFU cost for the stlf power electric propulsion system have not been established as yet. 
A DDTE cost rangc of S I to 52 billion dollars has been suggested, however, although this number is 
quite sensithe to the flight test program that is used. 
Cost per flight analysis has been bawd on the assumptions shown in Table 6.3-7. 
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Table 6.2-7 Cost Per Flight Assumptions 
o Orbit Transfer System 
o Ion Thrusters (1 20 cm Dia-Argon) 
o Power Processing Unit 
(DC-DC Converter & Switch Gear) 
o Radiator (Low Temp: 370°C) 
o Propellant Tanks (Cryogenic) 
o Installation Structure 
o Propellant (Argon) 
(LOzILH2) 
o Satellite Related 
o Satellite (Excl MPTS) 
o Power Distribution 
o Includes Mass Growth Allowanct 
$SO/kg 
S 1 OOIkg 
$ 1 OO/kg 
so. 1 o/kg 
SO.4OIkg (Bulk) 
$5 billion 
S20lkg 
25% 
For the orbit transfer vehicle, ion thrusters have been assumed to cost $2700 each (a range of $850 
to $8,500 has been estimated). Key satellite related costs include the power generation and distribu- 
tion system at 5 billion dollars, uhich is assumed to be 112 of the total satellite cost. Satellite mass 
growth will also be considered in the transportation analysis with a factor of 25% assumed. Launch 
systems costs are assumed to be $7.5 million per flight rather than S 10 million per flight assumed at 
the midterm. Finally, programmatic costs in terms of interest payments associated with trip delay 
and other borrowed moneys assume a 7.5% interest rate. 
The orbit transfer system cost for the reference 10 GWe BOL non-annealable satellite is $0.64 bil- 
lion while the satellite modifications to enable self power amount to $0.71 billion. The largest con- 
tributors for the OTS are the thrusters and PPU's while,oversizing due to make up for radiation 
degradation is the dominating satellite modification cost. A cost breakdown of all of the major ele- 
ments required for self power is shown in Table 6.2-8. Cost to deliver the self power elements to  
, 
LEO are not included in this section but can be found in Section 11.0 dealing with the total trans- 
portation cost. 
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Table 6.2-8 Reference Photwoltaic Self Power Cost 
(Per SateIlite) 
o OTS 
o Thrusters 
0 PPU 
o Tanks 
o Structure 
o Radiator 
0 Prop 
o Chem Eng 
o Sat. Modif 
o Pwr bist. 
o Oversizing 
(0.64) 
0.14 
0.23 
0.04 
0.14 
0.09 
NIL 
NIL 
(0.7 1 ) 
0.07 
0.64 
6.2.1 -2.2 Transfer of Other Photovoltaic Satellites 
In addition to defining the self power electric propulsion characteristics for the reference 10 GWe 
BOL non-annealable satellite, similar characteristics were defined for a 10 GWe EOL (add-on) satel- 
lite and a 10 GW EOL annealable satellite. The 10 GW End of the life EOL (add-on) satellite also 
used non-annealing silicon solar cells but was configured to have the structural provisions to incor- 
porate additional solar arrays at five year increments to make up for the radiation degradation that 
occurs during operation in GEO. Radiation degradation during transfer was the same as for the ref- 
erence satellite. Whereas the reference satellite had an initial mass of 89 million kg, the 10 GW EOL 
(add-on) satellite had a mass of 123 million kg. The 10 GW EOL (annealable) satellite investigated 
had the capability of correcting 90% of the radiation damage to the cells by using an annealing 
process. Consequently, less oversizing was required for the operational phase of the mission as well 
as the self power transfer resulting in an initial satellite mass of 106 million kg. 
System conEgur .!ion for the electric propulsion elements and subsystem design approaches are the 
same for these two satellites FS for the reference satellite. 
A significant difference does occur, however, in the resulting transportation cost to GEO as shown 
in Figure 6.2-28. Optimization of all satellites occurred when using an Isp of 5000 seconds. 
The key factors influencing the cost are the total mass which must ;be transported including satellite 
oversizing penalty and the cost of the oversizing itself. Accordingly, the 10 GW EOL (anneal) satel- 
lite with the lowest total mass and least oversizing results in the least cost while the 10 GWe EOL 
(add-on) satellite results in the highest cost because of its total mass and large amount of oversizing. 
Mass characteristics for an annealable satellite using trip time of 160 days is presented in Table 6.2-9 
!I 2 
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for one of sixteen satellite modules while self power cost for a complete satellite is presented in 
Table 6.2-10 (cost can be divided by 16 to obtain cost associated with one module). 
Table 6.2-9 Self Power Electric Propulsion Mass Strmmary 
Photovoltric Satellite Module (Anneal) 
o Orbit Transfer System (106 kg) 
o Power Processing 0.30 
o Electric Thrusters 0.20 
o Chemical Thnsters NIL 
o Tanks 0.03 
o Radiator 0.12 
o Struc. Install. 0.09 
Dry (0.74) 
o Elec Prop (Argon) 
o Chem Prop (LO21LH2) 
Subtotal (2.79) 
o Satellite Impact 
o Power Distribution 
o Oversizing 
Sub total 0.38 
TOTAL 3.17 x lo6 kg 
Table 6.2-10 Self Power Cost for Annealable Sateilites 
Cost in Billions 
OTS 
Electric Thrusters 
PPU 
Tankage 
Structure 
Radiators 
Propellant 
Chem Thrusters 
Satellite Modification 
Oversizing 
Power Distribution 
(0.76) 
0.14 
0.24 
0.05 
0.14 
0.10 
NIL 
NIL 
6.2.1.2.3 Thennal Engine Satellite Transfer 
The configuration arrangement of the system elements used in the transfer of each thermal engine 
satellite module is shown in Figure 6.2-29. The characteristics indicated reflect <; transfer timt of 
approximately 160 days and an Isp of 7 0 0  seconds which result in the lowest transportation cost 
for this type oi  satellite. 1 ne thermal engine satellite module to be transferred is approximately 3 
by 2 kilometers in size with a basic mass of approximately 6.25 million kilograms. Power to drive 
the electric thrusters requires approximately 37% of the helioststs to be deployed. but in order to  
simplify the GEO construction operations, 100556 of heliostats are deployed in LEO. Flight control 
and transfer acceleration requirements for this configuration can be accommodated througr three 
thruster installation locations with approximately 700 thrusters at each location. Satellite modifica- 
tion to provide wlf power requires a small ainount of oversizing and a minimal of power distribu- 
tion modifications. The orbit transfer system dry mass is approximately 0.G million kilograms and 
requires 1.5 million kilograms of propellant. The inertia of the thermal engine satellite module is 
approximately 117 that of a photovo!taic satellite module resulting in less thrust being required for 
gravity gradient control. 
6.2.1 -2.3.2 Subsystems 
System elements required to provide electric propulsion for the photokoltaic satellite are also 
requiicd for thermal cngine satellites although several operating characteristics are different. 
In the case of the thruster. a voltage of 1500 is now required as a result of the optimum Isp being 
7000 sec rather than 5000 a c .  Power for each thruster also increases from 65 to 100 kW. Quite 
ob\ io~sly ,  the power generation approach is different and is not effected in terms of plasma losses 
like the photovoltaic satellite. As a result, consideration can be given to generating voltages at opera- 
tional levels (40 kv) in order to minimize the I*R losses although considerable processing would be 
required due to the 1500 volt requirement of the thrusters. A comparison of this method of voltage 
generation and processing versus generation at lower voltages and minimum power processing was 
made with the results shown in Figure 6.2-30. As indicated by this data, the conductor mass ( I ~ R )  
penalty for generating at low voltage far exceeds the savings in t e n s  of power processing. Conse- 
qucntly, the voltage to be generated is 41,415. Other electric propulsion and self power systems use 
generally the same design apyroach as for the photovoltaic satellite. 
6.2. I .2.3.3 Performance Optimization 
The effects of Isp and trip time for the thermal engine satellite on transportation costs to GEO are 
shown in Figure 6.2-3 1. For this satellite, trip time optimum is shorter and the Isp is higher than the 
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nftrence photovoltaic satdlite. This situation is brought about because the higher power =quire- 
lnent for both conditions can be obtained without s i g d b m t  oversizing, because the thermal engine 
SPS is less sensitive to d i a t ion  degradation. (Similar W t s  we= obtained for anncdable photo- 
vdtaicx) The selected Isp is 7000 seconds and the trip time is 160 days. 
Thrust levels required to provide attitude control pmbably can be obtained with trip times as long 
as 250 days due to the lower satellite inertias. Therefore, with the optimum trip time of 160 days a 
wide magin of thnrst exist for attitude control. 
Mas characteristics associated with the optimum self power orbit transfer system are presented in 
Tabk 6.2-1 1. The self Fower mass associated wi" the transfer of each of 16 satellite modules is 
2.274 million kg. 
Table 6.2-1 1 Thermal Engine Self Power Mass Summary 
(Per Module ) 
ITEM 
OTS Hardware 
Thrusters 
PPU 
Tankage 
Structure 
Radiator 
Chcm Thrusters 
Usable Propellants 
Argon 
LO~ILHZ 
Satellite Modifications 
Oversizing 
Power Distribution 
Struct (for Modularity) 
6.2.1 -2.3.5 Mision Profile and Flight Operations 
MASS f 1 o6 kg) 
(0.593) 
0.125 
0.268 
0.022 
0.072 
0.106 
NIL 
( 1 .S 18) 
1.28 1 
0.297 
Mission profile ct. ~racteristics will be the same as for the reference photovoltaic satellite for the 
sams trip time. 
The ~ference flight control attitude is that of fly mg with the solar collecton always d k t e d  to the 
sun (same as for the photovoltaic satellite). Thruster utilization in terms of panels utilized, thrust 
h e 1  and approximate pointing angle is illustrated in Figure 6.2-32 for the fmt few revolutions of 
the transfer. Maximum thrust of a given panel is 2,000 newtons. Chemical t h t m  are again used 
during the shadow periods of the orbit. However, in this case the thrust is considerably less than 
indicated for the photovoltaic satellite module due to the less satellite inertia. Without control dur- 
ing the shadow periods, the centerline of the concentrator would be approximately 200 off sun 
WS. 
Total thrust applied compared to that available for transfer acceleration is presented in F i i  
6.2-33. Maximum thrust level per panel is 2000 N and relates to the cost optimum trip time of 160 
days. The relatively dose match-up between total thrust and thrust available is due to the much 
lower inertia characteristics as compared with the photovoltaic. The analysis used to establish the 
thrust level and pointing vector for several orbit positions is shown in Figure 6.2-34. Thrust protile 
for a satellite module as it nears CEO is shown in Figure 6,2-35. 
62.1.2.3.6 Cost Analysis 
DDTE and TFU cost for the self power components associated with the thermal engine satellite 
were not defied. Cost per flight assumptions are the same as specified for the reference photovol- 
taic satellite. 
The total self power cost for each of the 16 modules is estimated at $33 million with a transfer time 
of 160 days arid Isp of 7000 seconds. No rec ,very and reuse of components is assumed. 
Cost for the major elements associated ~ i t h  the self power are presented in Table 6.2-12. 
Table 6.2-1 2 Self Power Cost for Thennal Engine Satellite 
(Cost in Millions) 
OTS 
Electric Thrusters 
PPU 
Tankage 
Structure 
Radiators 
Propellant 
Chem Thrusters 
Satellite Modifications 
Oversizing 
Power Distribution 
Satellite 
(439) 
90 
214. 
Per Module 
-- 
(27.2) 
5.6 
133 
2.1 
0.7 
5.3 
N JL 
NIL 
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6.2.2 Crew Rotation/Resuppfy O N  
Tire requirements associated with LEO construction crew rotation/resupply are different from those 
of the CEO const~ct ion option primarily as a result of the difference in distribution of the person- 
nel rather than the quantity; the key factor being 300 at CEO rather than 700. The method of 
implementing crew rotationlresuply is illustrated in Fiiurt 6.2-36. 
The O W  used to rotate the crews and deliver supples is a LO2/LH2 common stage system with the 
same operating and design characteristics as d d b e d  for the GEO construction option A smaller 
vehicle could be utilized (will be investigated in Pai-'. 2) for the crew rotationlresupply but by using 
the same size a direct comparison in terms of the number of flights required arn be made. In this 
regard, 12 crew flights and 2 supply flights an required for LEO constnrction versus 28 crew flights 
and 6 supply Kits for CEO constmction. 
The O N  ( I stage) start bum mass for m w  totation is estimated at 445,000 kg while the two stage 
vehicle for resupply would be 890,000 kg. 
DDTE and TFU cost are estimated at $950 million and $82 million, respectively, which are the 
same as stated for the CEO constmction option. Cost per flight, however, is different between the 
two construction location options primarily as a result of the different number of units required for 
the program as brought about by the different number of O N  Fights. For the LEO construction 
case an equivaknt of only 8 flights per satellite are required as compared with 314 for GEO con- 
struction (satellite plus crew rotationlresupply). To supply the LEO construction fhght rate, only 
one upper and one lower stage are required rather than 4 upper and 2 lower for CEO construction. 
As a result, only 18 units rather than 624 units are required and thus the average unit cost is 370 
million vs. $3 1 million for GEO construction. Consequently, the cost per flight for a two stage O N  
for the LEO construction is estimated at $5.5 million rather than 32.26 million in the case of CEO 
construction. 
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I . DE\'ELOBMENT PLAN 
The development plan for the SPS transportation system includes both the LEO and CEO transpor- 
tation system elements. 
7.1 LEO TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
The LEO transportation system requires the development of two vehicles, and they are the: 
a SPS Freighter 
Personnel Carrier 
However, ir the evolution of the LEO Transportation system a number of considerations become 
apparent and these irc:!m:de: 
Phasing 
Commonality 
Utility 
A program such as SPS will most likely evolve from an experirnentation/feasibility demonstration, 
to a prototype demonstration and then to the full-scale commercial program. The current Space 
Shuttle System will support the early. SPS program activities and an expanded payload capability 
version such as the Personnel carrier may be developed. 
The large payload capability spacs freighter would not be required until later in the program. How- 
ever, a new LOZ/hydrocarbon booster engine would probably be required for the Personnel Canier 
and if the same engine would be suitable per the SPS freighter booster the overall cost and risk 
would be minimized. Parallel or  simultaneous developments of new engines and airframes have his- 
torically tended to costly and problem prone. Based on these concepts a development plan has been 
generated which evolves the LEO transportation system elements. 
The oberall development schedule for the Person~el Carrier booster is shown on Figure 7.1-1. Since 
the rocket engine development period is approximately eight (8) years and the airframe is 4 to 5 
years, an incompatibility exists. A solution, as depicted in the figure, is to develop the booster com- 
patible with the new engine but to use the F-l engine in the interim period to test, checkout and 
verify the airframe. ET and Orbittr modifications if required, would be performed in pdrallel with 
the booster airframe. 
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The SPS freighter development could begin as early as four years after the Personnel C d e r  wd 
have an initial operation capability within about 7% years after ATP. The mdor elements of the SPS 
freighter development schedule are shown in F i  7.1-2. The entire program from ATP on the 
Personnel Carrier through IOC on the SPS Freighter could be as short as 1 1% years with a uniform 
phasing. 
7.2 ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
7.2.1 Chemical O W  
The nominal development schedule is shown in Figure 7.2-1. This development includes a fluids 
transfer technology program to support design and development of on-orbit refueling systems. A 
total of eight years of design and development is indicated from the beginning of pC%e B to  IOC. 
Several key requirements concerning the development of bzth the ;.chicle and engine is the need for 
space basing and at least 50 flights in terms of design life. 
7.2.2 Electric Propulsion OTS 
Development schedule for an electric propulsion orbit transfer system (OTS) is shown in Figure 
7.2-2. The basic elements of this development schedule include the following features: 
OTS Design Study-Begins with orbit transfer system design requirements definition including 
interfacing with power source. Moves into phas: B level study and preliminary design of all 
OTS elements including design of thruster labs/Pight prototypes. 
Thruster Lab Prototype-Design, fabrication, and test and laboratory test articles for ioniza- 
tion chamber optimization and optics development. 
'Thruster Flight Prototype-Design, fabrication, and checkout test of a flight test prototype 
thruster. 
Flight Prototype System-Design, fabrication, and ground test of power processors, propellant 
feed and control, and gimbal systems to support prototype flight tests. 
Proto Flight Test-Testing in low Earth orbit of the flight prototype OTS. Test objectives 
iriclude system performance, flight control, and plasma effects. This test would employ a large 
power module ( 100-500 kwe) as electrical power source and testbed. 
Production Unit DDT&E-Development of initial production OTS system design; fabrication 
and checkout of developme~ltal production units. 
w Production-Initial production run to support SPS developmental prototype. 
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8.0 EXHAUST PRODUCT ANALYSIS 
The objective of the Solar Power Sateilite Study is the production of economical electricity without 
adverse environmental impact. It is therefore, especially important t o  determine what the environ- 
mental effects are so that they can be assessed and compared t o  alternatives. 
One environmental concern is the release of chemical pollutants into the atmosphere, and the prin- 
cipal source of these are the exhaust products of the launch vehicle engines. Thc purpose of this 
study is to quantify the amounts of pollutants generated. .kxssmrnt of the impact will be left to 
a separate effort. 
A preliminary analysis of the exhaust gas insertion into the atmosphere has been performed. The 
baseline transportation system used for this study is the 400 m.ton payload two stage re~mwrable 
ballisticlballistic launch vehicle. So  far. only booster products (LOX!'Hydmarbons) have been con- 
sidttrtd as the second stage ignitibri occurs above the stratosphere which is the principal region of 
co1icc.m. Initial cor.clusions are that production of objectionable exhaust products (principally CO, 
Hydrocarbon%. and will be proportionally less for the SPS transportation system than for 
Saturn or  STS due to  the use of advanced design liquid propellant engines. 
The propellant pairs which have been considered for Launch Vehicles for SPS missions are liquid 
oxygen (LOX) with liquid hydrogen (LH?) - and liquid oxyge.er! with various hydrocarbons. LOX,' 
LH, is used in the seccnd stage of the baseline vehicle for this study. Although LOX,'LH? could 
- - 
possibly also be used as a booster propellant the baseline vehicle for this study uses LOX/Hydre 
carbon. 
Hydrocarbon fuel was selected since its h~gh density allows smaller propellant tanks and smaller and 
lighter propellant pumps resulting in a smaller. lighter. and less expensive vehick. These effects 
result in a lower transportation cost. 
The combustiori products of LOX/LH? are only water (HzO). hydrogen (H:) and small amounts of 
free atomic hydrogen (H) and free hydroxil radicals (OH). Some oxides of nitroger: are also pro- 
duced by the reaction of atmospheric nitrogen with the exhaust products. The combustion products 
of LOX with hydrocarbons are more complex. The principal products are carbon dioxide fC0.r). 
carbon monoxide (CO). water (H20). and hydrogen (HZ). In addition, small quantities of a large 
number of other compounds and free radicals are produced. These include hydrocarbons. partially 
oxidized hydrocarbons. and free carbon. The reaction products will also react with the air to  form 
oxidcs of nitrogel] and possibly. very small amounts of organic nitrogen compounds. Due to the 
cxistcncz of additional reaction products. and due to  the fact that second stage ignition occurs at 
70.5 km (abobr tlir stratosphere) for the baseline veh~cle. hydrocarbon fuels will be a greater pollu- 
tion concern than hydrogen. 
Whether o r  not a particular substance is considered a pollutant or not depends o n  the  circum- 
stancus. Carbon monoxide. hydrocarbons and oxides of  nitrogen arc. the  principal concerns in urban 
air pollution and are the  pollutants o f  interest for automobile engine exhausts. Hydrogen. water, 
and carbon dioxide o n  the  other hand, are not normdlly considered as pollutants. Since the  emis- 
sions from SPS launch vehicles will not  bc a t  ground level in urban arcas but distributed over wide 
areas and a t  various a l t~ tudes  from sea level t o  geos)nshronous orbit. the same c ~ n s i d e r a t i ~ ~ n s  may
not apply. Water. for example, has beel? obserked t o  have a ifrarniit~c effect o n  the  ionosphere 
(Mendillo, M.. Hawkins. C .  S.. and Klobuchar. J .  A., "A Sudden \'.in~.;h~ng of  the  loiiospheric F- 
Region Due to thc Launch o f  Skylab". Journal of  Geophysical Rexdrc,h. bO.22 17, 19751. Kitrogen 
oxides (SOX) which are very offensive in urban dieas are naturally produced in thunderstorms and 
are br.nt.ficial t o  the  growth o f  plants in low concentrations. (NO))( ~ i d e l y  spread through the  
lower atmosphr'rc may. thercforc. not be ohjet tiondble. 
Very little of the  rocket exhaust gas i h  concentrated In the launch area Observations of Titan 111 
launche- (Hart. William S.. "P red~c t~on  o f  the Terminal Altitudr. and Site of Large Buoyant Clouds 
Generated by Rocket Launches". Aerospace Corp. Report No. TR-0066 ( 5  1 15-10) -1. May 1 ,  1970) 
indicate that the  exhaust products irom about the first ten s ~ i o ~ l d s  of  bum collect into a cloud 
roughly sphenwl in shape. The initial L l o ~ d  is diluted about 251). 1 ~ i t h  air. S ~ n c e  it is somewhat 
a a r m e r  (a2S°C, than the surrounding air it is buoyant. The cloud rises from the  ground within one  
niinu': and rcachcs ar. altitude of  approximstcly one kilometer. Typicall). the cloud dissipates 
without z \er  touching the ground. Under adverse iond i t~ons  ~t n a y  return t o  the  surfact (highly 
diluted 100 k n ~  or  more from the 1aunc.h site. Ground clouds from s o l ~ d  rocket motors are of w n -  
c-ern sincr. they contain large amotints of  h ~ d r o ~ c ' n  cloride Oi('I 1 in zome cases this has resulted in 
"acid rain" ( HC I dissolves in the rain drops giving dilute hydrocll.)ric iLid \. This canno! occur w ~ t h  
the liquid propcllunts un~1r.r consideration although some i n c r ~ ~ l e s  IS thc amount of dissolved C0.r 
- 
might occur. 
In the lower atmosphcrc tlie cxhaust gasses will bc. qtlickly diluted dnd spread through the hemi- 
sphere of  the launch bite. !!ven tht' large quant~t ies  ~n\olved for the  SPS l u n c h  vehicles will have 
little effect o n  the globdl composition of the atniosphere. In add~ t ion .  the conxntra t ion of  all of  
the component> o f  the cxhaust products in thi. atmosphere are  antr rolled by natural c;,drlibria so 
that  a c i : i m u i ~ t ~ o ~ ~  I\ u l l ~ k e l y  t o occur 
Of morc concern I \  the effect on the stratosphere. In this region. (approx~mately 12 t o  5 0  km alti- 
t11dt.1 horr/ont:~l mixing w ~ l l  ocil l t  rapidly. hut \ertical mixing is slow. Residence times of a year o r  
marc for t! p1;31 exhaust product3 have been estimated. The density is s o  ; ~w that the qudntities of  
cxhau\t prcdliit> produced by launc!l vehicles is of more s~gnificancr. In addition. the low densities 
rcwlr in suc.h low rcdcttun r;ltcs that free radical and other unstable species can exist for long 
~ . r ~ r ~ o d s  f  tlnlr.. I t  i> in this region that the ozone layer (which ahsorbs much of the suns ultraviolet 
radiation) is con\~dcr~. t l  p~;:i:iilarly \lihjcct t o  damagc hy ~.rollutants. Approximately 43'1 of  the 
h,t\clinc. I a i ~ n ~ l l  \ch~c.l~.  proptllants are di\cllargcJ in the strato\phcrc. 
Any consideration of pollutants must, therefo~,  indude the particular circumstances and distribu- 
tiim of the pollutants as weU as the total quantities produced. 
The exact composition of even the gross components t,f rocket exhaust components for hydrocar- 
bon propellants requires a rather elaborate analysis and depends on a number of factors which have 
not been finalied. These factors include: the particular hydrocarbon used, the engine chamber preg 
sure, mixture ratio and expansion 2tio. R d t s  of an equilibrium analysis for some speafic engines 
are available. Even if the exact composition at the nozzle exit is known, this still does not represent 
exactly the fmal pmducts since the exhaust is fuel rich and secondary combustion will occur. 
The determination of the final composition after secondary combustion would r ,ire an even 
more elaborate analysis based on a number of assumptions and approximations and would quire  
extensive test data from actual engine operation for validation. The engine exit composition wiil be 
more representative for higher altitudes since the low densities will inhibit secondary combustion. 
in the absence of a detailed analysis and since the engine design has not been selected, only esti- 
mates can k made of the final exhaust products. Although approximations, these estimates can still 
provide bounds for an environmental impact assessment 
A typical LOX/Hydrocarbon engine is the F-I. The particular hydrocarbon fuel used is RP-I 
(approximately 86 wt percent c. a n ,  14 wt percent hydrogen). The mixture ratio is 2.27 kg of 
LOX per kg of fuel. the chamber pressure is 4-53 M Pa and the expansion ratio is 1 6: 1. Estimated 
equilibrium exit exhaust gas composition for this engine is: 
SPECIES W PERCENT 
~~0 23.7 
H2 1 .so 
H 2 x  lo4 
OH 2.8 x lo4 
CHO 5.3 x lo-5 
CH,O - 3~ 10-6 
Unburned Hydrocarbons 3 
The large amount of unburned hydrocarbons is partially due to the fuel rich gas generator used in 
this engine to drive the turbo pump. As pointed out above, the final composition of the products 
will be somewhat different. Part of the carbon monoxide, hydrogen and hydrocarbons will bum 
producing more water and C02. Also, some (NO)x will be produced by mixing with the atmos- 
pheric air. It has been estimated that the amount of (NO), produced by the F-l is about 0.4% of 
the exhaust gas mass in the troposphere (lower atmosphere) and about 0.002% in the stratosphere. 
The lower production in the stratosphere is partly due to the lower density and partly due to the 
lower temperature of the more f d y  expanded plume. Although the total temperature of a rocket 
exhaust is quite high (about 3900°# for LOX/Hydrocarbons) the static temperature at the mule 
exit (which controls (NO), formation) is much lower, about 2600% for the F-1. It should be 
noted that since no air (and, thereiore, Nitrogen) is available at the higher temperature regions in 
the combustion zone, rocket engines produce prcportionately less (NO), than piston engines or  gas 
turbines. 
The engines which would be used for an SPS Launch Vehide win be of more advanced design than 
the F-1 . Even if no environmental constraints are piaced on the engine, performance considerations 
will tend to reduce the pollutant levels. Two of the changes which will be significant are higher 
chamber pressure and a diffennt operating cycle. 
Since the combustion temperature is essentially independent of the chamber pressure and since the 
higher chamber pressure results in a higher optimum expandon ratio, the plume boundary tempera- 
ture will be lower, especially at altitude. For a 40: I expansion ratio the exit static temperature is 
about 20WK. The production of (NO), will, therefore. be reduced. The level should be near or 
below the values for the Space Shuttle Main Engine which have been estimated at 0.01% in the 
trophosphere and 0.001% in the stratosphere. 
The operating cycle for the SPS Launch Vehicle engine has not been selected, however, it will not 
likely be a low pressure, hydrocarbon rich gas generator cycle such as the F-1. Two cycles under 
consideration are the staged combustion ~ycle  in which all of the propellant mixture passes through 
the main combustion chamber and a tri-propellant system in which a LOX/LH2 propellant mix is 
used in the gas generator. Either of these systems would greatly redu~e the amount of unburned 
hydrocarbons. 
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9.0 CRmCAL COlWNlODlTIES AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
The usage of both critical commodities and emrgy for the transportation system can impact the 
pmgranlmatics of an SPS program. The impacts of both the earth t o  LEO and LEO t o  GEO trans- 
portation elements are discussed in the following sections. 
9.1 LEO TRANSPORTATION Cc IMMODITY AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
A preliminary assessment of these requirements has been conducted using the 2-stage ballistic recov- 
erable concept as the reference vehicle. CEO assembly was selected as the reference construction 
option to investigate potential critical commodities due t o  the greater quantity of vehicles required. 
Critical Commodities Assessment-In order to establish the commodity requirements the chemical 
element composition of typical rocket engines and airframes were investigated. The major alloys 
and their respective chemical element composition for rocket engines are shown in Figure 9.1-1. 
Nickel is uied in the largest quantity (37.5%), followed by aluminum (13.5%) and chromium 
(1 2.8%). Nickel and chromium potentially could be candidate critical commodities if the usage is 
significant. 
The majority of the vehicle airframe is aluminum or titanium. The main propellant tankage is 
2219-T87 aluminum and titanium was selected for the unpressurized structure due to  its high 
strengthlweight ratio and excellent resistance to sea water corrosion. The chemical element compcsr 
ition of the majority of the airframe mass (83%) is shown in Table 9.1-2. Aluminum and titanium 
are the major chemical elements used with titanium being in excess of 504% of the airframe mass. 
Other aluminum alloys, such as the 5000 series, could be substituted for the titanium at a slight 
mass penalty but offer equivalent corrosion resistance. 
For fourteen years of vehicle operations, the quantities of the major elements for engines and air- 
frame are tabulated in Table 9.1-3. In addition, the typical annual requirements are compared t o  
both the domestic and world annual production and known reserves. Only chromium, nickel, and 
titanium are used in any appreciable quantity compared t o  domestic production but none appear t o  
be critical based on world productior, and reserves. Chromium annual demand would be a 7 1  of the 
domestic production but less thm 0.1 $ of the annual world production. Nickel annual requirement 
is 19% of domestic production and 0.4% of world production. Annual production of titanium is 
classified by the producing companies but in 1976 U.S. consumption in aerospace industry was 
about 19500 M tons. 
The vehicle annual requirement based on a comparison to  last years aerospace consumption would 
be 40%. However based on ~ o r l d  production (less U.S.) it would be 4% of the titanium produced. 
Reserves appear adequate for all the chemical elements assessed in this study. 
Increasing vehicle design life and recycling the scrap material could lessen the impact on commodi- 
ties. In addition, material substitutions and selection can vary the impact. 
Enegy Requirements-The major energy investment requirement for the LEO transportation sye 
ttm is the manufactu~e of propellants. The energy requirements mochted with vehicle fabrication, 
~furbishment and replacement per 14 years of operations are only 47% of the propellant energy 
requirements for a single GEO assembled satellite or 1% of the total required for till the satellites 
installed in this time period. The annual energy requirements for propellant manufacture to support 
the JSC Scenario B installation plan ( 1 12 satellites) is shown in F i r e  9.1-1. 
The impact of tht fewer launchers per satellite for LEO assembly is also noted in Figure 9.1-1. 
Table 9.1-2 Vehide Airframe CbmW &mmt Composition 
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9.2 OTV CRITICAL COMMODITIES AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 
Chemical OW'S do not appear t o  have any materials which present a problem in terms of availability. 
Self power electric propulsion systenrs only appear to have some concern in the area of thrusters 
where tantalum is used. This material is used in several areas of the discharge chamber and for hous- 
ings that support propellant isolator-vaporizer assemblies. Based on a production rate of four satel- 
lites per year a total of 88,000 Kg of tantalum would be required assuming a one tlme use per 
thruster. There is no current U.S. mine production although world production (namely Thailand 
and several African countries) is approximately 450,000 Kg. Considering a 14 year program and 
four satellites per year. a total of 1.2 million Kg of tantalum would be required. Current world 
resources are estimated at 65 million Kg. The U.S. has about 1.5 million Kg of tantalum deposits, 
however, they are considered uneconomical in terms of 1976 recovery cost. 
Several alternatives exist in reducing the amount of tantalum required should the availability be 
considered a problem. First, substitute materials could be used such as columbium for high strength 
application and titanium, moly, and columbium for high temperature application. A second alterna- 
tive is the recovery ~ n d  reuse of the electric thrusters which would reduce the basic material 
demand as well as reduce the rffective cost per flight. 
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10.0 COLLISION ANALYSIS 
Consideration of space operations with objects ss large as an SPS or SPS module raises questions of 
collision hiitqrds. For historical space systems, even if as large w Skylab, the probabilitv of collision 
with a ml~nrnade object is negligible. wher2as the probability of collision with meteorites of poten- 
tially damaging size is appreciable. Vehicles like Skylah have accordingly been designed with suit- 
able meteoroid protection, generally in the form of a "bumper" (impact armor). The flux of man- 
made objects in near Earth space, although small, is large enough to present a potential hazard ta 
SPS's, and is orders of magnitude greater than the flux c f  natural objects of comparable relative 
kinetic energy. The flux of manmade objects is consi erably &eater at LEO than at CEO. There- 
fore, relative collision hazards enter into the selection of LEO or GEO as a ccnstruction location. 
10.1 FLUX MODEL ANALYSIS 
The idea that an SPS satellite can collide with another orbiting object is brought about by the fact 
that there were over 3700 man made objects in space as of late 1975. ( l )  
Most of these objects have apogee, perigee and inclination characteristics which cdn intersect an SPS 
satellite during the LEO construction phase 2nd transfer to  CEO. In addition, although the volume 
sweptout in one orbit of an object is quite small, that volume becomes quite large as the orbit of 
that object regresses sweeping out a volume bounded by the objects apogee, perigee and inclination 
characteristics. 
The initial step in this analysis was to establish the flux model of objects per ~ ~ ~ - s e c  that will be 
encountered by an SPS satellite. A flux model is by nature a first-order statistical approximation to 
collision probabilities. More accurate models can be constructed, e.g. Monte Carlo ~im~lat ions ,  but 
in view of uncertainties in source data, are probably not worth the added effort ~ q u i r e d .  Several 
key assumptions were used in developing the flux model: 
(1)  The :!l;tribution of objects in orbit as lis,ied in the December 1975 Goddard Satellite Situation 
Report is representative of the future distribution; 
(2) tl - Flux ob'ects) LL of objects in orbit is isotropic (true for low-medium altituoss); and 
K M ~ - ~ ~ c  
(3) the size of any object in orbit is so small in comparisor. to and SPS, that the object i: con- 
sidered a point rather than a volume. 
The flux contributioli that each orbiting object makes was calculated as illustrated in Figure 10.1-1 
using the following equation' 
(1) Satellite Situation Report - GSFC Vo!ume 15, December 3 1, 1975. 
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8 = -),'("EL) 
where VOL 
$ = Flux objects 
K M ~ C  
TF = Fraction of an objects orbit time that is spent within a given "toroid" w h e ~  each 
toroid is defmed by an altitude and inclination band. 
VOL = The a t  tual valume of the toroid ( K M ~ )  
VEL = The a r t z g  velocity of an object within a given toroid (KMlsec) 
The toroid+ ccnsidered in this analysis were bounded by the following altitude and indination 
bands: Altitudc (Khl): 400440, 440480, 480-520 (LEO), 520-550, 550-600,600-700,70M100, 
800-1000, 1 ~ 1 5 0 0 ,  1500-2000, 2000-3000,3000-5000,5000-10000, 10000-20000,20000- 
35750. 357335890 (CEO); and inclination boundaries of (deg): 0-5, 5-10, 10-1 5, 15-20, 20-25, 
25-30,30-35. 
Summation of the flux made by all objects within a given toroid results in the total flux a SPS 
satellite will encounter within a given toroid. 
A computer program was used to perform the flux calculations for each of the specified toroids. 
The data wcre then combined within a typical SPS satellite LEO to CEO transfer trajectory (alti- 
tude vs inclinaticn). This results in the plot shown in Figure 10.1-2, which indicates the flux 
encountered by tile satellite. The highest flux is indicated at the 500 to 1000 KM region as would 
be expected due to  the large number of satellites having perigees within this range. The relatively 
high fiux at tile CEO location is somewhat misleading, since the isotopic flux assumption becomes 
ini~lid, (most of the objects at or passing through this location are traveling at the same velocity 
and in the same direction as the SPS). 
10.2 COLLISION ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The collision model data reported at midterm were updated to reflect a "growth" object model 
(assumes the number of objects presently in orbit will incxase due to continuing space launches) 
and modular const~ction with sixteen modules. The expected numbers of collisior for one photo- 
voltaic satellite and assumptions are shown in Figure 10.2-1. The 3x3 meter object assumption 
relates to calculations of collision croswxci;on for small SPS elements such as structure-the object 
model included all objects now listed in the Coddard Space Flight Center satellite situation report. 
In low Earth orbit. objects down to about 10 sq cm can be tracked. 
Figure 10.2-2 shows a collision prediction for the thermal engine option similar to  the previous 
figure for the photovoltaic option. 
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103 COLLISION AVOIDANCE CONSIDERATIONS 
The flux model analysis presented above assumes no measures are taken to  avoid collisions. During 
the orbit transfer outboard propulsion could be used for evasive action, either in changing the path 
of the transfening module or in changing its attitude to minimize the collision crossscction. The 
available propulsive acceleration is expected to be 5 x 1 0 ~  MISEC~ or greater. This is sufficient to 
move an SPS module a distance equivalent to its own size in about I hour (linear acceleration 
asumption). Ephemeris of objects in LEO are known to mghly SO meters. so adequate warning 
should be available for tracked objects. Avoidance maneuvers by the construction facility will be 
somewhat more dimcult due to mass and altitude related considerations such ar drag and radiation. 
10.4 JUNK CLEANUP CONCEPT 
As indicated earlier. most of the manmade objects are "iunk" rather than operable satellites. Con- 
ceptual studies of a junk cleanup vehicle were included in the SEPS study program. This vehicle 
would propulsively match orbit parameten with junk objects (one by one), perform a noncoopera- 
tive rendezvous. acquire the object with some sort of ''grabber" ana either deorbit it or return it to  
P contrOUed disposal area. 
During the Part I SPS activity, an interceptor vehicle was suggested as an alternative. The intercep 
tor would not rendezvous with the target objects, but merrly fly into their path, a maneuver requir- 
ing far less delta v and propellant. The interceptor would employ a "catcher's mitt" to absorb the 
target objects energy by an inelastic collision. Various materials such as d d  matresses, styrofoam, 
and water-filled plastic microballoons or tubing mats, have been suggested as catcher's mitt absorb- 
e n  for the impact energy. momentum. and debris. For large objects, the catcher's mitt could be 
separated from the interceptor vehicle such that the collision would result in a velocity for the com- 
bined mass that is less than orbital velocity and thus would lrsult in the decay and hopefully 
burnup during atmosphere entry. 

1 1.0 TRANS-PORTATION COST COMPARISON AND SENSlTlVITIES 
Launch vehicle and orbit transfer vehicle descriptions in sections 5 and 6 respectively have treated 
cost generally independent of each other. Section 1 1.0 presents the total transportation operation 
cost for the LEO and CEO construction options. The reference launch vehicle used in this data is a 
two stage ballistic recoverable system with a cost per flight of $6.9 million for CEO construction 
and $7.5 million for LEO construction. 
Transportation cost to CEO is compared in Figure 1 1-1 for five different satellite options. Cost is 
expressed as dollars per delivered KW to  the ground for one satellite. For the photovoltaic satellites 
designed for beginning of life or end of life with array additions, the LEO option provides a cost 
savings of approximately 15%. For satellites less sensitive to radiation such as anneable photo- 
voltaics and thermal engine satellites. transportation cost savings of 25 to  30% or 2.5 billion dollars 
per satellite is available through the LEO construction option. This comparison includes estimated 
cost penalties for the satellite modifications necessary to enable self-powered LEO-CEO 
transportation. 
A transportation cost breakout is presented in Table 1 1-1 for one photovoltaic CR=2 annealable 
satellite. The most significant cost difference between the options is tha: associated with the HLLV 
operations required to  deliver the orbit transfer systems and prop:llant. Further cost reduction for 
the LEO construction option are possible by treating programmatic cost as life cycle cost. In addi- 
tion, recovery of electric thrusters and power processing systems may prove cost effective. These 
options could combine to reduce the cost of the LEO option by an additional 0.5 to  0.75 billion 
dollars. 
Transportation costs to GEO for the two construction options can also be compared in terms of 
sensitivity to various program elements such as satellite nass as shown in Figure 11-2. The sensi- 
tivity of the chemical option (CEO construction) is approximately 75% greater to  satellite mass 
than that of the electric orbit transfer vehicle option (LEO construction) for either the photovoltaic 
or the thermal engine satellite. 
Another transportation cost sensitivity is relate6 to  LEO delivery cost as shown in Figure 11-3. 
Thc reference LEO delivery cost is approximrtsry $1 7 per kilogram. The total cost sensitivity to  
LEO delivering cost when using a chemical orbit transfer vehicle is approximately 90% greater than 
that of the electric orbit transfer syst..m. 
Transportation cost sensitivity to  satellite quantity is presented in Figure 1 1-4. Basis for the satellite 
quantity is the JSC Scenario B which deals with as mnny as 112 satellites. Expressing costs as a 
function of the complete SPS program results in costs differences of approximately 250 billion 
dollars with the LEO constructioniclectric propulsion option providi:~g the least costs. 
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Table 11-1 Photovoltaic Satellite (Anneded) Treneportstioa Cost 
SATELLITE COST I N  BILLIONS 
- 
SYSTEM ELEMENT 
SPS HLLV 
SATELLITE 
ORBIT TRANSFER/ 
TANKER 
CREW ROTATION/ 
RESUPPLY SUPPORT 
ORBIT TRANSFER (RECUR1 
CREW 
SATELLITE 
SATELLITE MODIFICATION 
PROGRAMMATICS 
TRIP DELAY 
HLLV INTEREST 
OTHER INTEREST 
GROWfH SYUfTLE (CREW) 
TOTAL 
COST DIFFERENCE 
GEO 
CONSTRUCTlON 
t a n )  
2.03 
443 
431 
(0.72) 
0.06 
0.63 
- 
(a241 
- 
424 
- 
(0.70) 
8.43 
LEO 
CONSTRUCflON 
(am1 
223 
1.01 
0.16 
(0.80) 
0.04 
0.76 
(0.10) 
(0.78) 
0.55 
0.12 
0.11 
(0.79) 
5.89 
$2.56e 
A 



